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Summary of Findings 

 Whole Foods Market Inc. (WFM) has mounting difficulties in 

overcoming its challenges. Its suppliers feel more pressure to 

reduce prices, and competition in the natural/healthy/organic food 

space has grown considerably. This is in contrast to Blueshift 

Research’s Dec. 16, 2014, report, and shows how Whole Foods 

has stumbled in the last seven months. 

 Whole Foods is increasingly focused on lowering prices. Its 

strategies differ by category, region and product price point. Whole 

Foods is upping its promotional activity, but only one of nine 

suppliers and supplier representatives said it is lowering its 

everyday prices. Three said vendors alone are eating the promotion 

costs while three said Whole Foods is sharing the margin hit. 

 Whole Foods is prepared to let go of vendors that do not capitulate 

to less favorable pricing and promotional pressures, and it is 

creating more direct competition for these same vendors by 

pushing its 365 private label. Seven of nine executive sources said 

their sales growth at Whole Foods has slowed year to year. Some of 

this is due to the 365 brand’s success and preferred placement. 

 Whole Foods operates on a regional management structure, and its 

regional managers continue to strong-arm suppliers. However, the 

retail base for organic and natural foods is outpacing supply, and 

the power dynamic has shifted from Whole Foods to vendors. 

Costco Wholesale Corp. (COST), Walmart Stores Inc. (WMT), and 

Kroger Co. (KR) and its Ralphs subsidiary hold positions in the 

space, and Sprouts Farmers Market Inc. (SFM) has gained share. 

 Sources, including Whole Foods staff and customers, said the 

company is a long way from shedding its “whole paycheck” image. 

 The overcharging of weighed food will not have a lasting effect on 

Whole Foods, according to 18 of 26 sources, but the issue adds to 

the company’s image problems. Its customers are more vigilant 

about pricing, and its stores have undergone significant training 

and testing. Several suppliers criticized Whole Foods 

management’s handling of the scandal, which has reinforced their 

lack of trust in the company’s leadership. 

 Knowledge of the 365 stores is limited, even among suppliers. 

Sources said the concept will not cannibalize Whole Foods’ sales. 

 One source said the implementation of Whole Foods’ POS system 

has been slow and is not yet having the desired effect. The 

company continues to struggle with communicating stocking 

needs, especially compared with its competitors. 

Research Question: 

Will Whole Foods overcome its perception and reality problems related to high prices 

and overcharging on weighed food? 

 

Silo Summaries 

1) Whole Foods Suppliers 
All 5 sources said WFM is increasing its promotional 

activity as it looks to compete more effectively on price, 

but none said the company was lowering its everyday 

prices. Sources are divided on the effects of the food 

weighing scandal; three said it will not have a lasting 

effect while two believe it has hurt consumer 

confidence and that WFM management mishandled the 

situation. Competition has become more aggressive, 

and Whole Foods is vulnerable. Sources noted 

increased efforts from clubs like COST, mass retailers 

like WMT, and traditional grocers like KR. 

 

2) Supplier Representatives 
All 4 sources, who are consultants representing about 

50 suppliers to WFM and its competitors, said WFM is 

increasingly focused on lowering prices. Sources lacked 

concrete knowledge about—and confidence in—the 365 

stores. One said the idea was announced before it was 

ready in an attempt to appease investors, while another 

said such stores largely will find a home in lower-

income communities. Fresh Thyme and newcomer 

Standard Market are hurting WFM in Chicago, SFM is 

taking share in Atlanta, and COST, WMT and TGT 

continue their ascent within the category. 

 

3) Whole Foods Store Personnel 
4 of 6 sources said prices have not changed on 

everyday items and that price reductions are done 

through sales and promotions, which have increased 

from a year ago. 5 said business is meeting 

expectations or is consistent year to year. The weighing 

scandal has not resulted in lost sales, but it has led to 

focused training sessions, audits from outside entities, 

and heightened vigilance from customers. Three 

sources said competition is increasing while another 

source said WFM is lowering prices to better compete. 

 

4) Competitor Store Personnel 
All 3 sources said WFM remains overpriced. Their 

customers continue to look upon WFM as “whole 

paycheck.” Sources also said their business is growing, 

sales are up, and goals are being met. 

 

5) Whole Foods Customers 
Only 2 of 8 sources noted any significant changes to 

price, observing an increase in the number of items on 

promotion. No source expects shopping habits at WFM 

to change because of the food weighing controversy. 7 

sources did not know about the 365 store idea, and 

three do not expect to shop there. 

 

 

mailto:rj@blueshiftideas.com
http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/company-info
http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/121407WholeFoodsPrimedtoFendOffCompetitorsButNotWholePaycheckLabel.pdf
http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/about-our-products/product-lines/365-everyday-value
http://practical-stewardship.com/food/costco-quarterly-natural-organic-price-list-update/
http://www.walmart.com/browse/food/wild-oats-marketplace-organics/976759_1218957
https://www.kroger.com/
https://www.ralphs.com/
https://www.sprouts.com/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/clarkwolf/2015/07/06/whole-foods-investigated-for-overcharging-again/
http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/blog/introducing-our-new-store-concept-365-whole-foods-market
http://www.fierceretail.com/retailit/story/how-whole-foods-is-boosting-loyalty-with-streamlined-pos
http://www.fierceretail.com/retailit/story/how-whole-foods-is-boosting-loyalty-with-streamlined-pos
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Background 

Whole Foods has let investors down in its most recent quarters. Same-store sales rose just 2.2% during its third quarter, with 

a 0.5% increase in transactions and 1.7% growth in basket size. Attention from the overcharging fiasco led to a precipitous 

drop in national performance; same-store sales grew 0.4% in the last two weeks of the quarter because of negative publicity. 

 

Whole Foods admitted to overcharging customers on items priced by weight, though the company claimed employee error 

rather than systematic issues caused the inaccuracies. Co-CEO John Mackey stated weight issues were industrywide, said 

Whole Foods’ weight errors often worked in favor of the customer, and was unsure why Whole Foods was singled out by New 

York Department of Consumer Affairs since 77% of grocers in the probe were hit with one or more violations. 

 

Shoppers have reported more Whole Foods daily sales and frequent markdowns on bulk, produce, meat, seafood and dairy, 

but these lower prices have not worked fast enough to jumpstart the company’s growth. Meanwhile, Whole Foods’ new 365 

store will feature more of its 365 private-label brand, and will compete directly with grocers like Trader Joe’s on price. Whole 

Foods contends the 365 format will produce a higher ROIC because of lower capital investments and labor costs. 

 

Sources for Blueshift Research’s Dec 16, 2014, report believed Whole Foods would overcome competitive threats but said 

the company was nowhere near shedding its “whole paycheck” moniker. Suppliers spoke highly of the company and accepted 

smaller margins from it in order to gain exposure. Whole Foods’ new Retalix POS system was expected to give it an edge. 

 

Current Research 
Blueshift Research assessed whether Whole Foods could overcome its perception and reality problems related to its high 

prices and overcharging on weighed foods. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish seven independent silos, 

comprising 26 primary sources (including three repeat sources), a survey of 164 U.S. Whole Foods consumers, and nine 

relevant secondary sources focused on Whole Foods’ competitors, sales and pricing, and customer reviews: 

1) Whole Foods suppliers (5) 

2) Supplier representatives (4) 

3) Whole Foods store personnel (6) 

4) Competitor store personnel (3) 

5) Whole Foods customers (8) 

6) Whole Foods customer survey (164 respondents) 

7) Secondary sources (9) 

 

 

Whole Foods’ 

Success in 

Addressing 

High Prices 

Competition’s 

Position in 

Industry 

“Whole 

Paycheck” 

Image 

Changing 

Whole Foods Suppliers 
   

Supplier Representatives  
   

Whole Foods Store Personnel 
   

Competitor Store Personnel 
   

Whole Foods Customers 
   

http://supermarketnews.com/retail-financial/analysts-concerned-about-whole-foods-future
http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/exclusive-foods-faces-city-probe-overcharges-article-1.2268695
http://brokeassgourmet.com/articles/whole-foods-on-a-budget
http://www.traderjoes.com/
http://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Markets/Whole-Foods-365-store-format-is-going-to-have-very-competitive-prices
http://blueshiftideas.com/reports/121407WholeFoodsPrimedtoFendOffCompetitorsButNotWholePaycheckLabel.pdf
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Next Steps 

Blueshift Research’s next report on Whole Foods will follow up with suppliers to gauge their more recent treatment by the 

company. We will check on pricing pressure, Whole Foods’ willingness to accept margin compression, and any changes in the 

company’s everyday low pricing. We will determine the effect of the weighing scandal and any progress made in the initial 

rollout of 365 stores. We will also look to add a traditional grocery store silo. 

 

 

Silos 

 

1) Whole Foods Suppliers 
All five sources said Whole Foods is increasing its promotional activity as it looks to compete more effectively on price, but 

none said the company was lowering its everyday prices. Three sources said Whole Foods is sharing the margin hit of the 

promotions, showing signs that it understands the rising competition. Two other sources said vendors alone are eating the 

promotions’ costs as Whole Foods aims to increase its margin on center store items to nearly 50%, unheard of in the industry. 

Whole Foods is pressuring some vendors to capitulate to less favorable pricing and promotional pressures, or risk being left 

behind. At the same time, it is creating more direct competition by pushing its 365 private label. All five sources said their 

sales growth at Whole Foods has slowed year to year. Some of this was attributed to the success of the 365 brand. Sources 

are divided on the effects of the food weighing scandal; three said it will not have a lasting effect while two believe it has hurt 

consumer confidence and that Whole Foods management mishandled the situation. Sources did not have enough 

information on the 365 stores to gauge its potential, but one was concerned that this concept was Whole Foods’ attempt to 

take on Trader Joe’s. Competition has become more aggressive, and Whole Foods is vulnerable. Sources noted increased 

efforts from clubs like Costco, mass retailers like Walmart, and traditional grocers like Kroger—not to mention Sprouts and 

The Fresh Market Inc. (TFM). 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Price Changes 

- All 5 sources said Whole Foods is addressing pricing issues by increasing the number and frequency of promotions. 

- None said Whole Foods has lowered its everyday prices. 

- 3 said Whole Foods is taking lower margins on promotions. 

o 1 said this showed that Whole Foods is aware of its competition and how to work better with suppliers. 

- 2 said Whole Foods is not taking lower margins on promotion, instead pressuring vendors to take the margin hit. 

o 1 said that if the vendor balks, Whole Foods will find a different vendor to work with. 

- 2 said Whole Foods is pushing its 365 private label. 

- 2 said Whole Foods is very regionally centric in its management structure, hence differences in supplier 

relationships. 

o 1 said the Midwest region is the most expensive to work and do promotions with. 

- 1 said Whole Foods is pushing to grow margins from 30% to 40% to 45% to 50% on center store products, compared 

with Walmart at around 10%, Costco at 14%, and Trader Joe’s at 25%. 

- Suppliers gave examples of how expensive it is to thrive at Whole Foods. 

o 1 cited $30,000 for a 2-week endcap, on top of the promotional price. 

Whole Foods’ Business 

- All 5 said sales growth of their products at Whole Foods has slowed year to year. 

o 1 said sales are down 30% to 40% from 2014. 

o 1 said sales were down 15% in 2014 from 2013. 

o 1 said sales are growing at Sprouts. 

- Sales declines point to an increase in Whole Foods’ private label. 

- 1 said Whole Foods does not use all the data at its disposal. 

- 1 thinks Whole Foods can turn its sales around. 

Customer Perception 

http://www.thefreshmarket.com/
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- 3 expects the weighing scandal to blow over. 

- 2 said it will be damaging to Whole Foods and will hurt customer confidence. 

o 1 noted how poorly Whole Foods’ CEO handled the issue. 

- 1 said the tone of Whole Foods’ media coverage has become less positive as the company is no longer being treated 

as the darling it once was. 

o Also said the “whole paycheck” moniker is alive and well. 

365 Store Concept 

- No source knew much concrete information about the new store concept. 

- 1 has heard that Whole Foods’ management is not all on the same page about the execution of the idea. 

o Compared 365 concept to a version of Trader Joe’s, and that if this is indeed the direction it goes, it will fail. 

- 1 said success is entirely dependent on the execution. 

- 1 said the trend of smaller stores is a smart concept that could help 365. 

Competition 

- All 5 said competition for Whole Foods is increasing, including from traditional grocery. 

- 1 said Kroger and Ralphs are taking more risks and finding success. 

- 1 said competition is getting more aggressive, Sprouts is coming on strong, and Whole Foods is more vulnerable. 

o Also said Roundy Inc.’s (RNDY) Mariano’s and Fresh Thyme (backed by Meijer Inc.) are hurting Whole Foods 

in Chicago. 

- 1 said Whole Foods is at risk if grocery stores like Safeway and Kroger begin offering quality prepared foods. 

- 1 said Whole Foods is feeling it from club (Costco), mass (Walmart) and traditional (Kroger) alternatives. 

o Also said Wegmans Food Markets Inc. charges $1 less on same product as Whole Foods because it takes a 

lower margin. 

- 1 source is beginning a relationship with Ralphs for the same product it has in Whole Foods. 

 

 

1) Senior executive at a packaged foods company focused on organic, sustainably sourced ingredients 

Sales growth of this source’s products for the first six months of this calendar year is down 30% to 40% at Whole Foods 

stores despite being up substantially in 10,000 other stores nationwide. This all-natural packaged foods company has 

seen Whole Foods lower prices on its lines in some regions, and has seen other brands experience the same. Whole 

Foods is taking the hit with compressed margins, and has not put these lower prices back on the vendor. This source 

believes Whole Foods’ main challenge is coming from conventional grocery stores like Kroger and Safeway. Negative 

publicity stemming from the overcharging situation is unlikely to affect Whole Foods’ existing customer base but could 

hinder new customer acquisition. 

Price Changes 

 “On certain items, not just mine, [Whole Foods] has lowered prices—and compressed margins. That’s happened for 

sure on my lines but not in every single region. I think to a certain degree it’s given to the region to decide, depending 

on competitive pressures.” 

 “But [the price lowering in some Whole Foods regions] was never communicated to us. We had to figure that out 

ourselves, just by going and doing store checks and then pulling data.” 

 “The regions where [lower prices] are happening for sure are those that have a significant presence of Trader Joe’s 

and/or Sprouts. [Whole Foods] is much less concerned about what Kroger is doing, or Safeway—even though [these 

stores] may have lower prices in some instances than Trader Joe’s and Sprouts.” 

 “We also saw [lower prices] happen on a recent promotion where we didn’t have to give [Whole Foods] as much as 

we normally would have to get to the retail [price] we wanted to get to. We normally kick in X amount, and we kicked 

in less but still got to the same price point.” 

 “We do have a very good relationship with [Whole Foods], so that [smaller margin Whole Foods took on the recent 

promotion] may have been its own thing. But the margin compression on everyday retail is not, because I know it’s 

happened on two other brands as well.” 

 “[Whole Foods] is not pressuring us on price; they are taking the smaller margins. And I haven’t heard of anywhere 

else where [Whole Foods is putting pressure on other suppliers]. I haven’t heard of any other vendors that they’ve 

been approached in that way.” 

http://www.marianos.com/
http://freshthyme.com/
http://www.safeway.com/
https://www.wegmans.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/HomepageView?storeId=10052&catalogId=10002&langId=-1&clear=true
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 “From a transparency standpoint, Whole Foods has a very open conversation and communication with suppliers, that 

started at the Natural Products Expo in March, about how they can have a better relationship with us, their suppliers. 

Which was refreshing. To me, that’s a hallmark Whole Foods-type initiative. They understand that if they have a 

better relationship with suppliers, they’re probably going to sell more food.” 

 “One of the big things swirling now that doesn’t have an answer is the more centralized control over regions. A thing 

[Whole Foods management] had tried in the past is that for larger brands—especially ones that were widely available 

in Trader Joe’s or other places where comp prices could easily be found—they would have national EDLC [everyday 

low cost] programs. But these still had to be implemented region by region, and a lot of regions did not toe the line. 

And so a lot of manufacturers ended up giving a lot of money and not getting 

the [promised] price reduction.” 

 “The thing to understand about the [11 total Whole Foods] regions is that 

each is run as its own company, so each has to deliver its own profit, its own 

P&L, own regional presidents and so on. … [The executive] pay structure is 

all based on that level of performance. It’s not like a Kroger where, say, in 

the Southeast they might be competing against Publix [Super Markets Inc.], 

and they spread that pain out over the entire company. When the [Whole 

Foods] Florida region is competing against Publix, they bear the full brunt 

themselves.” 

 “I believe they ran a test [of the customer loyalty program] in the mid-

Atlantic region at the same time when Instacart really started to take off with 

them. I think Instacart took a lot of attention away from [the customer loyalty 

program] because [Whole Foods] started to get a lot of traction with 

Instacart. I was in Austin [Whole Foods’ headquarters] two weeks ago, and I 

haven’t heard any more. [The loyalty program] is still something that’s down 

the road. There doesn’t seem to be any impending announcement.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “Our sales growth [with Whole Foods] is down 30% to 40% in the first six 

months of this year [compared with the same period last year]. We are still 

growing significantly at Whole Foods, just at a slower pace.” 

 “It’s a combination of multiple factors, some of which being sluggishness in 

Whole Foods’ [overall] sales. Obviously if their sales have only been increasing 1.2%, it’s going to have an impact on 

our growth there because it means they’re just not growing as many dollars or people through the register.” 

 “We’re fortunate in a general sense that our business is up every year. We’ve been growing at a very rapid pace at 

Whole Foods over the last five years. It has slowed, and it’s hard to tell exactly how much of that is [to be expected] 

given that you’re comping over a larger base over time, vs. what may be happening there internally.” 

 “Whole Foods is a smaller segment of our overall sales as we grow into other channels and other areas. Our growth 

with Whole Foods, while not as much as it was in the past, is still enviable compared with the vast majority of the 

manufacturers that are out there.” 

 “Rather than fighting the battle of the day [with price drops, for example], they have to fight the battle of tomorrow. 

They seem to think that part of that is the 365 store concepts. But I can tell you that there’s not complete agreement 

with that within the headquarters in Austin.” 

Customer Perception 

 “I think there are very few people that are spending less at Whole Foods because [of the weighing scandal].” 

 “The only impact I would think [the scandal] would have is on new customer acquisition.” 

 “I don’t believe they’ve bled any business because of it.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “There’s so much that is unknown about this. There’s a lot of talk about ‘high-tech’ strategy, but what I hear [about 

the 365 concept] is that it is Whole Foods’ version of a Trader Joe’s. And if that’s really what it boils down to, then it 

will fail.” 

 “I think it’s smart that they’ve chosen a region to focus on—and that the region is the West Coast. It’s Trader Joe’s 

home turf, not nearly as much Sprouts’ turf, which makes me think it’s a Trader Joe’s play.” 

 “[The West Coast] is also the only area where Target [Corp./TGT] doesn’t have a lot of its own distribution; it has to 

go through third-party suppliers, which drives up costs a bit.” 

Our sales growth [with Whole 

Foods] is down 30% to 40% in 

the first six months of this year 

[compared with the same 

period last year]. We are still 

growing significantly at Whole 

Foods, just at a slower pace. 

[W]hat I hear [about the 365 

concept] is that it is Whole 

Foods’ version of a Trader 

Joe’s. And if that’s really what it 

boils down to, then it will fail. 

Senior executive at a packaged foods 

company focused on organic, 

sustainably sourced ingredients 

http://www.publix.com/
https://www.instacart.com/whole-foods
http://www.target.com/c/grocery-essentials/-/N-5xt1a#?lnk=ct_menu_09_1&intc=1865096|null
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 “I’ve told [Whole Foods management] for five years [not to try to beat Trader Joe’s at its own game]. As long as they 

focus on being Whole Foods and not try to imitate the competition, they’ll be fine. … They just have to do what they 

do better. And that’s the fear that I have, that [Whole Foods] will lose the magic in the bottle that they have by 

following [competitor models] based more on convenience and price.” 

 “If Whole Foods uses technology in a way that keeps people cooking and interested in food, then they will succeed. 

This is not just related to Whole Foods, but unless young shoppers are forced to cook at home, they’re not going to 

because they haven’t been taught. So it’s going to be either [availability of and education for] very easy meal 

preparation, or they’re just going to go to Chipotle much more often than the last generation did.” 

Competition 

 “I have a decent amount of exposure to the conventional grocery trade. It’s clear that those folks who have had their 

toe in the organic market place for a long time, all of them have had at least one—and sometimes three to five—

consultancy agency come in and talk to them about the millennial shopper in the last year. And they’ve also seen 

what’s happened to their own legacy brands, along the lines of the recent Fortune article about how these legacy 

brands have lost their way.” 

 “These large conventional supermarkets, like Ralphs and Kroger, have been diving into natural and organic in a 

much bigger way than they have in the past, treating it with a much greater degree of seriousness. And they’re willing 

to take chances that they weren’t willing to take before.” 

 “It’s not only the legacy natural brands, it’s also the legacy non-natural brands that are trying to become natural 

brands. They’re cleaning their ingredient mix. So it’s not just Trader Joe’s and Sprouts anymore that are the 

competition, because these kinds of foods are available in so many more 

outlets.” 

 “That, to me, is the biggest shift that’s happening. It’s a shift that’s 

happening everywhere. … It means Whole Foods is having to run faster to 

stay ahead of the curve. I don’t think they have done anything wrong, but are 

just suffering from their success.” 

 “It’s hard to think that there’s a single reason [for tougher sales in Chicago]. 

There’s got to be multiple things going on there. There’s probably a higher 

number of Targets there, in the Midwest and Upper Midwest in general. And 

Target itself has struggled with food. There’s not a Wegmans there, nor a 

Publix. There’s not the kind of retailer in that marketplace you could point to 

that would be hurting [Whole Foods] an a peer level. … Fresh Thyme is there 

to a certain degree, but they’re still gaining traction. You do have some 

Meijer stores in the area. Jewel has done its best to perform as a division of 

Albertsons, but it’s still a shadow of what it used to be. There’s a few small 

independent stores around.” 

 “The Chicago market’s been strange to me for a while. The Chicago [city] 

stores are fairly well developed, but the suburban stores are [less receptive]. 

I would guess that [Whole Foods’] Chicago area stores are doing OK, but the 

ones to the north are getting hit harder because then they really start to get into discount, price-sensitive land. Folks 

like Meijer are doing a better a job of paying more attention to natural and organic.” 

 

 

2) Center store vendor of mainstay grocery items  

As Whole Foods increases its margins on center store produce, vendors are being pressured to take the hit. This is 

particularly visible in promotional programs run by Whole Foods. This vendor is doing a two-for-one promotion in 

November, from which it will take the entire hit while Whole Foods will retain its 50% margin. At this source’s previous 

company, a long-time Whole Foods supplier which he left in February, sales for calendar 2014 were down about 15% 

compared with 2013. Dilution by private-label products contributed to this, as did a huge influx of competing brands. The 

company also started to decrease its promotional activity as Whole Foods’ promotions became increasingly cost-

prohibitive in terms of both vendor outlay and margin compression. This source expects more damaging revelations 

relating to the weighing scandal, and doubts the practice was mere oversight, as CEO Mackey has claimed. Competition 

is increasingly fierce. Whole Foods has a tough road ahead to return to its previous performance. 

These large conventional 

supermarkets, like Ralphs and 

Kroger, have been diving into 

natural and organic in a much 

bigger way than they have in 

the past, treating it with a much 

greater degree of seriousness. 

And they’re willing to take 

chances that they weren’t 

willing to take before. 

Senior executive at a packaged foods 

company focused on organic, 

sustainably sourced ingredients 

http://fortune.com/2015/05/21/the-war-on-big-food/
http://www.jewelosco.com/
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Price Changes 

 “Pocket-picking from suppliers seems to be the order of the day because that’s how Whole Foods can bring in money 

fast. Promotional dollars and slotting dollars [free goods from suppliers to get onto the shelf] are a very easy way [for 

Whole Foods] to make a 100% margin revenue.” 

 “I think they’re pushing the margins up for grocery—and I’m not talking 

perishables. Just in center store grocery, I think they’re pushing margins of 

45% to 50%.” 

 “On top of that, they want [the vendor] to deal down. I’m doing a promotion 

in November where I’m going to have to give up 50% discount. I’m not 

making one penny on that deal—zero. And they’re going to make their full 

margin because it’s ‘buy one, get one free.’” 

 “If you don’t capitulate, they’ll tell you there are plenty of other companies 

they can talk to.” 

 “Whole Foods wants to make 45% to 50% margin now [on center store 

products], which is very high. Whole Foods has always been about 10 points 

higher than traditional grocery. If you look at Walmart, which is very low, it’s 

10% margin typically. Costco can make no more than 14% margin, with its 

bylaws. Traditional grocers in the center store, margins on specialty goods—

which is typically what Whole Foods is selling—are typically 25% to 30%. 

Trader Joe’s is 20% to 25%. Whole Foods has always been 30% to 40%. 

Now I feel like they’re pushing 50%. And if they don’t see that kind of 

margin, they will look elsewhere.” 

 “Customers would be astounded if they knew more about Whole Foods’ 

margins. In meat they’re enormous, and in prepared foods it’s 70% to 80%.” 

 “I like Whole Foods. I just don’t think they’ve been partnering with vendors in 

a way that ensures consumers are getting the very best product at the best 

price. Lowballing vendors—by having vendors fund the promotions—seems 

very desperate to me. It’s not a good long-term strategy.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “We launched our products [for my current company] at the expo in March into three Whole Foods regions [making 

comp sales for the first six months of this year unmeaningful].” 

 “Sales [at my previous company] through the register at Whole Foods were down year over year. Sales for 2014 were 

down about 15% compared with 2013, on about $8 million. We were national—in all the Whole Foods regions and 

supplying to Whole Foods for 10-plus years.” 

 “A lot of [the sales decrease] had to do with dilution by private label. That was nipping at our heels. And also Whole 

Foods bring in too many brands; they’re not brand-loyal. They bring in so many competing lines that unless you 

spend through the nose [you can’t keep up sales growth].” 

 “As a vendor, if you’re not spending with Whole Foods, you’re yesterday’s news. We cut back on some of the big 

[promotional] deals because they weren’t performing. For example, a national ‘endcap’—to put your product in all 

Whole Foods—is $30,000 for two weeks. It’s called a ‘national off-shelf,’ which means your product is supposed to 

be merchandised off shelf for every store, on an endcap or wing display [instead].” 

 “When we tried to do these deals—for $30,000 and a 30% to 40% discount—Whole Foods gives you no minimum 

order to offset the [vendor] spend. You can’t even be sure you’re going to make money.” 

 “Unfortunately, for a lot of us [suppliers] Whole Foods is one of our biggest accounts. And when you have a big 

account like that slowdown in sales, you’ve got to start going to new places to look for sales.” 

 “[Whole Foods is] bankable in the sense that if your product does OK, you’ll get through [the vendor approval 

process] every year. But the only way to really build business is to promote; no brand can live just by sales off the 

shelf. And Whole Foods is charging more and more [for promotional programs].” 

Customer Perception 

 “I think the New York [overcharging] episode was devastating to Whole Foods.” 

 “I totally disagree with the founders and CEO that [the weighing scandal] was an oversight. It’s just too hard to 

believe that every single item in every single department … had weighing problems.” 

 “It adds to concerns that are out there in the vendor community, which is that Whole Foods doesn’t build bridges to 

vendors. They don’t build supplier relationships.” 

I think they’re pushing the 

margins up for grocery—and I’m 

not talking perishables. Just in 

center store grocery, I think 

they’re pushing margins of 45% 

to 50%. On top of that, they 

want [the vendor] to deal down. 

I’m doing a promotion in 

November where I’m going to 

have to give up 50% discount. 

I’m not making one penny on 

that deal—zero. And they’re 

going to make their full margin 

because it’s ‘buy one, get one 

free.’ 

Center store vendor of mainstay 

grocery items 

http://www.mechtron.com/blog/the-elements-of-an-end-cap-display/
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 “They want exclusivity on brands but then don’t buy enough for us to make enough money.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “I went to one of Whole Foods’ smaller format stores in Portland, outside of the downtown area, and I thought it was 

a smart idea. It wasn’t a 365 store, but [the concept] has potential. I’ll know more [as the concept rolls out].” 

Competition 

 “I think [Whole Foods is] really feeling the pressure. They’re just getting beat at their own game.” 

 “I wouldn’t put anything past them [as far as turning it around] because they’re very savvy business people. But I 

think it’s worth watching closely, because we’ve seen other companies with a long history of success implode.” 

 “The leadership is old. They’ve been there from the beginning; I don’t know how creative they are. The other thing is 

everyone who gets into upper management is promoted up from the stores. They don’t bring new ideas or vision.” 

 “I hope they do better because a lot of my livelihood depends on them. But I think they’re in for a rough road. 

Competitors just see this as a time to go after them.” 

 “I think Sprouts are going to come on very strong. They’re already building 

dozens and dozens of stores. They’re easier to open and better priced.” 

 “Likewise, Fresh Market is opening a lot of stores and is public now. HEB 

[Grocery Co. LP] in Texas—the largest family grocery chain in America—is 

putting the hurt on Whole Foods down there. You’ve got Wegmans in the 

Northeast, moving south into D.C. and Virginia.” 

 “Where Whole Foods used to see competition here and there, it’s now 

everywhere. Every format and every chain is coming after them.” 

 “I think Whole Foods is much less worried about the natural food 

independents—the co-ops, for example. They’re much more concerned 

about the grocery retailers like Haggen [Inc.] in the Pacific Northwest, which 

just bought [146 West Coast Vons, Pavilions, Albertsons and Safeway 

stores] and will convert those to Haggen stores. They brought in the former 

president of Whole Foods Nor Cal region, John Clougher, last year, and 

they’re now converting Haggen to about 30% or more natural, organic and 

specialty foods. It’s a chain that runs from Oregon all the way up to the 

Canadian border.” 

 “In Florida, Publix is the 900-pound gorilla—and Fresh Market.” 

 “That’s what Whole Foods needs to worry about because these traditional grocers are getting smart, saying they’re 

going to leave the discount stuff to Walmart and Target and start poaching off the gourmet, natural customer who’s 

paying more at Whole Foods, which makes 50% margin. Haggen can make 35% margin and be better priced.” 

 “Whole Foods is a very good platform for a brand to sell. But it’s difficult to make money because the costs are too 

high. So what you do is get into Whole Foods, then leverage the fact that you’ve done well there with other retail 

accounts. Go to Sprouts or any of the major chains.” 

 “If you’ve done well in Whole Foods, you’ve passed the litmus test; your product has legs. Brands use it as a proving 

ground.” 

 “By contrast, I sell two containers to Costco and it’s what we call ‘clean’ business. There’s no funny business. You 

sell at what’s called ‘dead net’; they just want your best price, and they won’t ask for anything else. No added fees. 

And they pay you within seven days. If your product sells well, they’ll order again. If it doesn’t, they won’t. And that to 

us in the vendor world is a very attractive way of doing business.” 

 “It’s also why Trader Joe’s has been successful—because there’s no fees. And that’s what’s really going to hurt 

Whole Foods.” 

 “[Chicago] has fallen off the radar a little for us. Gourmet chain Mariano’s, owned by Roundy’s, and Fresh Thyme, 

owned by Meijer, are both chains causing trouble for Whole Foods, and I think what it shows is that consumers are 

willing to leave if there are alternatives.” 

 

 

3) CEO of a center store CPG/gourmet foods manufacturer  

[A] national ‘endcap’—to put 

your product in all Whole 

Foods—is $30,000 for two 

weeks. When we tried to do 

these deals—for $30,000 and a 

30% to 40% discount—Whole 

Foods gives you no minimum 

order to offset the [vendor] 

spend. You can’t even be sure 

you’re going to make money. 

Center store vendor of mainstay 

grocery items 

https://www.heb.com/
https://www.heb.com/
http://www.haggen.com/
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-grocery-expansion-20141226-story.html
http://www.vons.com/
http://www.mechtron.com/blog/the-elements-of-an-end-cap-display/
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This source has not seen significant price shifts for his line or category on the shelves. But getting access to off-shelf 

promotions has become much more competitive, particularly in the last year, and vendors are being asked to shoulder 

deep discounts for endcap and other promotional programs. Whole Foods is also pushing its own private-label products, 

which get prime location on the shelves. The source’s overall sales are up slightly, but the growth rate has slowed. Sales 

numbers also differ by region. The quality of relationships with regional managers plays a huge role in regional sales 

differences. The weighing scandal is unlikely to affect sales, but Whole Foods’ era as a media darling is over. 

Price Changes 

 “In promotions, it certainly seems like everyone [in the vendor community] is 

being pushed to do deeper deals.” 

 “Over the last two years they have gotten more expensive. Over the last year 

it has been noticeably harder to actually get the deep promotions accepted 

if you want off-shelf placement.” 

 “Certainly around promotions and programs, it seems like Whole Foods has 

got more expensive [for suppliers]. We’re seeing more pressure on us to dig 

deeper, to do more. That includes demos, special placement and their 

fliers.” 

 “If you want to endcap, you really have to wow them [with discounting]. Or 

you have to have a product they are behind, like Suja cold-pressed juices, 

which just sold to Coke. … Whole Foods really got behind them. It’s a darling 

category.” 

 “We’ve been supplying to Whole Foods for at least 10 years. We supply all 

regions except two.” 

 “You want to do a big off-shelf promotion with Whole Foods, but that’s 

gotten very competitive to access. I guess you can still do demo programs 

with them, but it’s getting more competitive to get the promotions that you 

want.” 

 “The discount you have to give now to get an endcap, for example, is 

increasing. Now [discounting your product by] 35% might not get you 

anything. It might have to be 40%, 45%, 50% discount. And even if you have 

that, there’s still now too many people who want that same endcap and will 

give a deep discount.” 

 “I’m not seeing any clear pricing shifts [on the shelf in contrast with 

promotions] with our brand. I’m not seeing big shifts in other brands in our category either.” 

 “It will be interesting to see what happens with Whole Foods’ pricing. Their items are wonderful, but they’re still 

known as ‘whole paycheck.’ It seemed like they were fighting back with some effectiveness, using their 365 brand, 

but if they start wanting to raise margins again, I think the message is getting really murky.” 

 “Whole Foods’ [365] brands are definitely good value in my category. They’re certainly a strong competitor. They get 

the eye-level shelving, and everyone else in the category is getting relegated to being above or below it.” 

 “I think [Whole Foods pushing its private-label products] hurts the bigger, more generic brands more than the 

hardcore specialty brands like ours.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “Overall, sales [over the last six months] have seen a slight up trend for us, but sales growth for Whole Foods has 

slowed. Calendar 2014 saw a slower growth rate than 2013 for us.” 

 “Our sales growth into Sprouts, by comparison, has had a lot of momentum. Sprouts is doing something right. 

Wegmans, we’re also seeing growth. We’re also seeing some decent growth in Safeway.” 

 “It’s so regional [where Whole Foods sales are concerned]. We’ve lost in some regions and gained in others. It’s so 

much up to a particular [Whole Foods] buyer. Also, our category is brutally competitive in places like the Northeast.” 

 “For us, California and the Midwest have always been very strong. We’ve had a lot of success working with those 

regions. Texas is also a decent region for us. The mid-Atlantic is a good region, but we’re still trying to dial in and 

figure out how to get promotions there.” 

 “In the Northwest, we can’t get in. It’s a region that has a decent demographic, but I think it’s a personality issue 

[with the regional buyers]. That’s the sad thing about the grocery industry. It’s still a boys’ network—even when there 

are women. The who—relationships—is sometimes as important as the what.” 

In promotions, it certainly 

seems like everyone [in the 

vendor community] is being 

pushed to do deeper deals. 

Over the last year it has been 

noticeably harder to actually 

get the deep promotions 

accepted if you want off-shelf 

placement. Certainly around 

promotions and programs, it 

seems like Whole Foods has 

got more expensive [for 

suppliers]. We’re seeing more 

pressure on us to dig deeper, 

to do more. That includes 

demos, special placement and 

their fliers.  

CEO of a center store CPG/gourmet 

foods manufacturer 

http://www.sujajuice.com/
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 “Whole Foods seem to get behind brands that become their darlings [for a time], and they can’t seem to get beyond 

that. It’s sometimes not a level playing field in some regions, and that’s where it gets frustrating from a vendor 

perspective. It’s better for the consumer to get more variety on the endcaps too.” 

 “It also seems like the [Whole Foods] regional buyers are stretched thinner and thinner, so they’re less likely to come 

to us. We really need to make sure our product is doing what it needs to do. Otherwise, they’re just going to eliminate 

you without saying anything.” 

 “While we have access to such wonderful data from Whole Foods, through 

the vendor portal, sometimes it seems they don’t use the data as much as 

you would have thought. [With the vendor portal] we can look and see 

movement figures for individual stores.” 

 “I think if you’re giving [regional managers] more control, you also have to 

give them more tools and more of a lens. How do they know what their local 

population prefers and will buy more of? Balancing that against products 

that are more local, ethical, etc.” 

 “Getting product exclusive deals with Whole Foods is also getting harder. 

[This is where] you have a product in Whole Foods for X amount of time 

before you release it to the rest of the market. … It’s always been tricky with 

them because they don’t force execution down at the store level. You have 

to get them to buy in on it, and then go to the stores and check on it.” 

Customer Perception 

 “I don’t think [the weighing scandal] will make much difference [to sales].” 

 “I do think that the trend in media reporting about Whole Foods, the tone 

has been less positive overall lately. That Whole Foods sheen has come off, 

and I hope that Whole Foods management is going to stay focused on 

product standards and keeping the shopping experience fantastic. 

Wegmans is doing an awesome job of this, for example.” 

 “Whole Foods has traditionally done an awesome job. But in some ways it 

seems like they’re at a pivot where they could easily go downhill. Hopefully 

they won’t.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “Everybody thinks that small-format stores are the way to go. Obviously 

Fresh & Easy was a bomb, and we really haven’t seen anyone nail it yet. If 

Whole Foods is right, and if people want a quick grab-and-go type of 

experience … it really just comes down to how they execute it.” 

 “Is it going to be a cross between a deli and an upscale convenience store? 

What is it? Because if you look at the baskets of shoppers, a lot of them are 

going to get a drink and maybe prepared foods or a snack, and maybe one 

or two staples. Not everybody’s getting a full shopping cart.” 

 “For people that aren’t getting a full basket, that’s what these stores are for: 

to get in and out quickly. And if that’s what Whole Foods is trying to do, it 

makes sense.” 

 “I doubt we’d be in there with [our sauces]. But we are going to launch a 

[snack] product, and that would be a good candidate. We’d certainly be 

interested.” 

Competition 

 “Our sales into Sprouts have had a lot of momentum.” 

 “Trader Joe’s has some great options, and it’s much more affordable. But it’s still only a partial option, because you 

have to shop somewhere else. And there are so many people in a small space.” 

 “The Targets, Safeways and Kroger’s are also bringing in more organic and high-quality foods.” 

 “With prepared foods, a lot of the big chains are so far behind Whole Foods on this, but if Safeway and the chains 

start making great prepared foods that are clean, that would be a big threat to Whole Foods.” 

 

 

Overall, sales [over the last six 

months] have seen a slight up 

trend for us, but sales growth 

for Whole Foods has slowed. 

Calendar 2014 saw a slower 

growth rate than 2013 for us. 

Our sales growth into Sprouts, 

by comparison, has had a lot of 

momentum. Sprouts is doing 

something right. Wegmans, 

we’re also seeing growth. We’re 

also seeing some decent 

growth in Safeway. I don’t think 

[the weighing scandal] will 

make much difference [to 

sales]. I do think that the trend 

in media reporting about Whole 

Foods, the tone has been less 

positive overall lately. That 

Whole Foods sheen has come 

off, and I hope that Whole 

Foods management is going to 

stay focused on product 

standards and keeping the 

shopping experience fantastic. 

Wegmans is doing an awesome 

job of this, for example. 

CEO of a center store CPG/gourmet 

foods manufacturer 

http://www.freshandeasy.com/
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4) Vice president of sales for a confectionary supplier to Whole Foods and others  

This manufacturer, which has been supplying Whole Foods for 10 years and is in all 11 regions, has not been asked to 

lower its prices on the shelves, but has agreed to step up the number of promotions to twice yearly on a national basis. 

These will take a variety of forms, including ‘scan-down,’ ‘off-invoice’ and ‘manufacturer chargeback’ promotions, all of 

which involve the supplier reducing its own margins for the promotional period. Some regions have asked for deeper 

discounts for promotions. The Midwest is by far the most expensive Whole Foods region. In a recent negotiation, Whole 

Foods management was more prepared to negotiate on price in favor of the source. Sales growth at Whole Foods has 

slowed overall. Whole Foods does not appear to be addressing “everyday” prices 

on this supplier’s product line. 

Price Changes 

 “Whole Foods have been asking me to do more promotions with them, 

which I’ve been able to do. We do a ‘scan-down’ promotion. This means 

[Whole Foods] buys at their regular price, and we kick back to them about 

$2 a bag. And we only pay for the product that goes through the register. So 

if we sell 500 units, they’ll deduct $1,000 from what they owe us.” 

 “Whole Foods also have ‘off-invoice’ promotions, which is the regular price 

less a promotional number. They don’t use percentages anymore, but real 

dollars. So let’s say you sell something for $10 and you have an off-invoice 

promotion for $2, so you’re selling it to Whole Foods for $8.” 

 “A third promotion is an ‘MCB,’ or manufacturer chargeback. They pay $10 

for the product, and with an MCB promotion of say $2, they’ll charge back to 

us the $2. In this case they order at the full price, but when they ultimately 

pay the bill, they take the $2 off that. This will run over a certain period.” 

 “With our product, Whole Foods have stepped it up in terms of frequency of 

these promotions per year. They don’t demand it, but because we’ve done 

well with these sales, we’ve agreed [to the increased frequency]. In the past 

they’ve come to us asking for a ‘buy one, get one,’ which we can’t afford. 

They’re not doing that as much, but they’ve come to us for [these other 

three kinds of] promotions about twice a year, on a national basis.” 

 “A manufacturer like us, we can work with Whole Foods on a national basis—

which they call ‘global’—or we can work with individual regions.” 

 “On the global [national] basis Whole Foods management has been very fair 

[about discounts required on promotions]. There are some regions, however, that have asked for deeper discounts.” 

 “For us, the most expensive region to work with is the Midwestern region. They’re very expensive. They want dollars 

for ads in addition to the dollars you’re giving off the product. They charge more for off-shelf activity, ads, than the 

other regions. Every time we want to do the same promotions that we do in other regions, there are always additional 

costs in the Midwest. We don’t do much promotion in that region as a result.” 

 “I’ve asked [Midwestern regional Whole Foods management] about [the higher prices for promotions], and they feel 

it’s what the market will bear. It’s counterintuitive because they have a lot of competition in that area. Obviously the 

biggest city in that market is Chicago, which has really good stores and very strong competition.” 

 “I’ve heard that [one of our products] is the No. 1 in its category in Whole Foods stores. And I think that’s helped us 

in many regions and nationally, where we’ve been able to do promotions at lower cost.” 

 “In other words, Whole Foods does charge for off-shelf activity, like putting your product on an endcap, which can 

cost upwards of $25,000—in addition to however many dollars off your units. But we’ve [very recently] been able to 

negotiate that rate to a much lower cost at the national level. Global management just came back to me for a 

February promotion chainwide, and they’re going to tag the shelf and allow some regions—if they have room—to do 

some ends or displays at no [additional] cost to me.” 

 “That gives me an indication that they are trying to be competitive with anyone else out there. I believe it is because 

ours is such a big-selling product that they allow this. New items it might be tougher [to negotiate these better 

deals]—likewise, with other grocery category items.” 

For us, the most expensive 

region to work with is the 

Midwestern region. They’re very 

expensive. They want dollars 

for ads in addition to the 

dollars you’re giving off the 

product. They charge more for 

off-shelf activity, ads, than the 

other regions. Every time we 

want to do the same 

promotions that we do in other 

regions, there are always 

additional costs in the Midwest. 

We don’t do much promotion in 

that region as a result. 

Vice president of sales for a 

confectionary supplier to Whole Foods 

and others 
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 “Whole Foods have always wanted our [lowest] pricing. They’ve stepped up the number of times they want to 

promote per year, and they’re willing to promote. And for us they’ve been a great partner in terms of getting our 

product on display, either on or off shelf, or shelf tags. They have various 

ways of getting the word out.” 

 “For example, we have a promotion this weekend, and Whole Foods sent out 

an email to customers on their mailing list. We’re promoted as a top-10 

[category product], and I didn’t pay extra for that.” 

 “Obviously the goal of a sale or promotion is to gain some new customers. 

As a manufacturer, we have to figure out whether the rise in sales coming 

from a promotion is the result of [existing customers] ‘pantry loading’—

buying a lot of product at the sale price so they won’t need it for a while. It’s 

a concern. The jury’s still out—and I’ve been doing this for a long time. I get a 

lift in sales from these promotions, but I’m not sure if I’m gaining any new 

users. Sales do go back to normal levels a few weeks after the promotion.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “We’ve seen our sales growth slow down overall at Whole Foods, and in 

some regions sales are actually down.” 

 “Some of that is related to [factors specific to] one of our product categories 

rather than anything Whole Foods might be responsible for. In the regions 

where our sales are up, they have been boosted by additional items coming 

in.” 

 “My product sells nationwide in Wegmans, in Whole Foods, in CVS [Health 

Corp./CVS], Walgreens; we also do a lot of business with online retailers, 

which is something that Whole Foods has to compete with.” 

Customer Perception 

 “The recent scandals have obviously affected consumer confidence in 

Whole Foods, and I know they’re working to overcome that—by national 

advertising campaigns and other things.” 

 “We need Whole Foods, we count on Whole Foods. They are our largest 

customer in dollars.” 

365 Store Concept 

 N/A 

Competition 

 “What I’m seeing is that Whole Foods are getting a lot of competition from Costco, which is selling a lot of organic. 

And at this point I believe Costco is selling even more organic than Whole Foods. Kroger is also doing a great job, and 

Walmart has a full line of organic products.” 

 “[Whole Foods is] getting competition from different retail channels: clubs, mass merchandisers and traditional 

supermarkets like Kroger. This is in addition to competition from the Sprouts of the world.” 

 “Our manufacturing facility is on the East Coast, and our home region is the North Atlantic. I live and shop in the mid-

Atlantic region. The Northeast region is in between. I’m seeing both these [Whole Foods] regions very aware of the 

competition, and in this area—and also New England, the Northeast—the competition includes Wegmans.” 

 “Whole Foods has come to me and asked what I’m doing with Wegmans to allow their retail price to be lower. 

Wegmans’ retail on my product is about $1 less. My items are $8.99 every day in Whole Foods vs. $7.99 in 

Wegmans. [In response] I have shown my [Whole Foods] category buyer in the mid-Atlantic that her region buys my 

product at a lower wholesale price than Wegmans. It’s just that Wegmans is willing to work on a lower margin.” 

 

 

5) Cofounder of an organic dairy product manufacturer  

This Whole Foods supplier has been running quarterly promotions in the mid-Atlantic region to win market share. Whole 

Foods recently contributed to a “two-for-one” promotion. This allowed the manufacturer to sell its product for an even 

lower price than a normal promotion, a two-for-$5 deal which involved Whole Foods lowering its own margin for the two-

week period. Everyday prices have not changed for this supplier’s product. Whole Foods has been pushing its 365 

Whole Foods has come to me 

and asked what I’m doing with 

Wegmans to allow their retail 

price to be lower. Wegmans’ 

retail on my product is about 

$1 less. My items are $8.99 

every day in Whole Foods vs. 

$7.99 in Wegmans. [In 

response] I have shown my 

[Whole Foods] category buyer 

in the mid-Atlantic that her 

region buys my product at a 

lower wholesale price than 

Wegmans. It’s just that 

Wegmans is willing to work on 

a lower margin. 

Vice president of sales for a 

confectionary supplier to Whole Foods 

and others 

http://www.cvs.com/
http://www.cvs.com/
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product, sidelining or pushing out competing brands in the process. The source’s sales in Whole Foods are up year to 

year, but this is not expected to continue without comparable advertising and promotional outlays. This vendor believes 

Whole Foods can turn around its flagging sales numbers. 

Price Changes 

 “We got into Whole Foods about three years ago and went store by store 

until we reached the entire mid-Atlantic region towards the end of 2014. 

That’s about 45-plus stores total.” 

 “Our SRP [suggested retail price] is $3.99. But we’re doing a quarterly UNFI 

[United Natural Foods Inc./UNFI] promotion of 15%, and Whole Foods likes 

to push so we give an extra 5% on top of that. Whole Foods recently kicked 

in as well so we could drop the price crazy low—so rather than two [items] for 

$6, which would be our normal promotion, we did two for $5. That was just a 

two-week promotion that [Whole Foods] contributed to as well. Whole Foods 

lowered their margin in this instance.” 

 “Outside of the promotions, we haven’t seen our [every day] price drop at all, 

nor have we been asked to lower it by Whole Foods.” 

 “Even before the 365 concept stores were announced, we’re definitely 

seeing more of the 365 brand in the Whole Foods. They kicked out Chobani 

[in 2013] and put their own Greek yogurt there, for example. They said 

GMOs was the reason, but the truth was they wanted more space for their 

own brand.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “We’ve had a good year for sales, going from 15 stores to 45. But even 

without the additional stores, our average store sales are still up between 

15% and 20% year over year.” 

 “We’re not expecting to see that continue. We put a lot of effort into [growing 

sales with promotional programs] because we were trying to win the mid-

Atlantic, so we could then get into more regions. I don’t know if we’ll see that same kind of growth [without the same 

spend on promotions].” 

 “Whole Foods will [be able to turn their sales around]. I think they’re smart and quick. I think they can stay out ahead 

of trends.” 

 “Their merchandising is just so much better than everybody else’s. They continue to make a better and better buying 

experience.” 

 “Their grab-and-go section is great. They’re opening stores that are not just great shopping experiences but great 

dining experiences. No one’s going to Safeway to grab lunch.” 

Customer Perception 

 “The advertising campaign pushing their values was a good idea, but they haven’t backed it up [with the recent 

weighing scandal].” 

 “I think they’ll recover from [the scandal].” 

365 Store Concept 

 N/A 

Competition 

 “We’re also [expanding into traditional grocery outlets]. We’re going to be in Ralphs and others.” 

 

 

 

2) Supplier Representatives 
All four sources, who are consultants representing about 50 suppliers to Whole Foods and its competitors, said Whole Foods 

is increasingly focused on lowering prices. Strategies to do this differ by category, region and product price point. One source 

said Whole Foods has been pushing for price cuts during the last six months and asking vendors to take the full margin hit. 

The company also reportedly is squeezing out more long-time vendors with its increasing reliance on its private-label 365 

products. Another source said Whole Foods is working with suppliers to lower everyday prices on items of $5 or more, 

resulting in a reallocation of promotional dollars. Yet another said Whole Foods is not pressuring those items in the center of 

Outside of the promotions, we 

haven’t seen our [every day] 

price drop at all, nor have we 

been asked to lower it by Whole 

Foods. Even before the 365 

concept stores were 

announced, we’re definitely 

seeing more of the 365 brand 

in the Whole Foods. They 

kicked out Chobani [in 2013] 

and put their own Greek yogurt 

there, for example. They said 

GMOs was the reason, but the 

truth was they wanted more 

space for their own brand. 

Cofounder of an organic dairy product 

manufacturer 

https://www.unfi.com/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.chobani.com/
http://www.chobani.com/
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the store, instead bringing in new products that can participate in promotional programs while moving off the shelf faster than 

the incumbents. Sources’ sales growth at Whole Foods is declining. Two sources said Whole Foods management mishandled 

the food weighing controversy, further denting customer and supplier trust in the company. One source went so far as to call 

for a leadership change, while the other hinted that Whole Foods would benefit from changes in management. One source 

also said Whole Foods has been slow with its POS integration, claiming Whole Foods still is slow to communicate about 

product stocking needs. Sources lacked concrete knowledge about—and confidence in—the 365 stores. One said the idea 

was announced before it was ready in an attempt to appease investors, while another said such stores largely will find a 

home in lower-income communities. The rise in competition has shifted power to the vendors. Fresh Thyme and newcomer 

Standard Market are hurting Whole Foods in Chicago, Sprouts is taking share in Atlanta, and Costco, Walmart and Target 

continue their ascent within the category. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Price Changes 

- All 4 sources noted increasing pricing pressure in working with Whole Foods. 

- 1 said Whole Foods has pushed for price cuts in the last six months and pressured the vendor for the reductions 

while Whole Foods maintains its margin. 

o Private label, with lesser quality and lower price, is squeezing out existing vendors. 

- 1 said Whole Foods is asking vendors to lower everyday prices on higher-price items typically over $5, which is 

resulting in a reallocation of promotional dollars. 

o It is mostly category-dependent, and Whole Foods is focusing on its perimeter foods to maintain high 

margins. 

- 1 cited no pressure on center store items as Whole Foods instead will bring in new products to replace old ones that 

have lost momentum. 

o He did note pricing pressure in Chicago where the price on the same item from the same supplier was $2 

more at Whole Foods ($5.99) than at Mariano’s ($3.99). 

o Also reported a margin squeeze on produce at Whole Foods; competitors are tapping into supply that was 

once more exclusive to Whole Foods. 

Whole Foods’ Business 

- 2 said sales growth rate for suppliers is slowing at Whole Foods. 

- 1 said 2 of its suppliers have seen sales at Whole Foods drop 2% to 5% year to year, and 1 supplier reported 3% 

sales growth this year. 

- 1 said Whole Foods is behind on its POS integration, and its decentralized system is slow to communicate product 

stocking and restocking needs. 

- 1 said it has become too expensive to run a national promotional campaign at Whole Foods. 

Customer Perception 

- 2 of 3 said management mishandled the aftermath of the weighing controversy by attacking the agency that found 

the problems. 

o 1 called for a change in management, while 1 hinted that a management change could be necessary. 

- There is a lack of trust in Whole Foods among customers and suppliers. 

- “Whole paycheck” is alive and well. 

- 1 said the weighing scandal will not affect business for much longer as people will soon forget about it. 

365 Store Concept 

- No sources knew much about the new store concept. 

- 1 said details are being kept secret and it is unclear whether it will cannibalize Whole Foods. 

o He also said the idea was floated before it was ready in an attempt to appease investors. 

- 1 believes the stores are intended to have a presence in lower-income locations. 

- 1 does not think the concept will be successful. 

Competition 

- Whole Foods no longer is the only game in town for suppliers of natural, organic, healthy products. 

- 1 pointed to Whole Foods’ elimination of Chobani from its shelves as an example; Whole Foods was no longer the 

only store carrying the product and lost its advantage once competitors offered the product and at lower pricing. 

- 1 said Costco, Walmart, and Target are making great strides and soon could take share from Whole Foods. 

http://www.standardmarket.com/
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- 1 said Fresh Thyme in Chicago is giving Whole Foods a run for its money, while newcomer Standard Market is taking 

high-end customers away from Whole Foods. 

- 1 said Sprouts is taking share from Whole Foods in the Atlanta area. 

 

 

1) CEO of a brand management and marketing agency focused on organic, all-natural products; repeat source 

Sales growth is down overall for this brand management and marketing agency’s 30-plus client companies that do 

business with Whole Foods. Whole Foods is putting price pressure on vendors. One company’s snack product marked 

down 25%, from $3.99 to $2.99, and the vendor bore the entire cost of the price cut. Whole Foods is increasingly 

focusing on private labeling, in many cases squeezing out long-time brand vendors. Specific categories seeing price cuts 

include beverages (especially single-serve fresh juices), nutritional bars and 

frozen foods. Whole Foods is suffering from perception problems, even among 

vendors. This issue goes much deeper than the recent weighing scandal. 

Farmers in particular have been vocal about Whole Foods’ own ratings system. 

Dec. 16, 2014, summary: Whole Foods should continue to grow successfully. 

Among the company’s strengths was its ability to expand into upwardly mobile 

markets with a growing middle class and plenty of demand. Another key strength 

was its ability to access “new, innovative, and disruptive products”—an important 

way While Foods distinguishes itself. High prices still were keeping Whole Foods 

from growing its markets, but the company’s 365 line was proving successful, 

especially as it moved into more specialized and niche products. Whole Foods 

appeared to have missed the mark with its ad campaign, which in some ways 

reinforced the “whole paycheck” image. 

Price Changes 

 “I’ve seen companies that have been squeezed more for lower margins in 

the last six months. I have one client whose product is now $1 less at Whole 

Foods than it was just a few months ago, from $3.99 to $2.99. So a 25% 

price cut, the entire cost of which is being born by the vendor.” 

 “I wanted the price to come down, but I think this was too big a drop. It’s a 

snack product that is sold nationally, and is extremely high quality—raw, 

vegan, organic, kosher certified. … That discount is a major change in the perceived value to the customer.” 

 “The company had asked Whole Foods to agree to sell the product at a lower price, and they thought that Whole 

Foods’ margin was too high [on the original $3.99 price]. But the response was much more aggressive than they 

anticipated. Whole Foods is taking no margin cut on that price reduction.” 

 “We’re constantly bringing new products into Whole Foods, and I do see a lot more pressure to get these new 

products in at a better price. In some of these cases I agree with the strategy.” 

 “One example is in the ready-to-drink beverage cooler. Five years ago bringing in a $10 cold-pressed juice was 

acceptable. That’s no longer the case, but that’s not Whole Food’s fault—that’s the market. Consumers are waking 

up to the fact that [these products] don’t need to be that price, and everybody’s dropping their prices in that 

category.” 

 “The other category where I see a lot of price pressure right now is ‘whole body’—things like nutritional bars. And also 

a fair amount on frozen foods.” 

 “Another [price-related strategy] I’ve seen is more and more private labeling and squeezing out of existing clients. For 

example, I have clients that were first in their category, producing new products that had never been on the market, 

were innovators and had been doing it for years, constantly bringing new product to market, had been major vendors 

for Whole Foods for decades. Now, more and more Whole Foods is replacing these products with their own—at lesser 

quality and at lower price.” 

 “Say you have a shelf-stable snack product that is organic, whole wheat and gluten-free. Whole Foods comes in with 

very similar packaging, with a product that is half the price and very similar flavor profiles—except that product is not 

organic and not whole wheat. They’re under-selling the original brand at half their price, and then little by little, when 

sales dry up, they force them out of the store.” 
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 “The problem of trust for Whole Foods is not just with customers and Wall Street. Increasingly it’s also with the 

vendors.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “The rate of [sales] growth with Whole Foods has slowed among my clients 

over the last six months. Sales aren’t decreasing yet, but the rate of growth 

has certainly slowed.” 

 “I don’t have any [client] products in prepared foods, but I imagine that 

section is hurting dramatically with the pricing scandal.” 

 “[Whether Whole Foods will be able to turn their performance around] will 

have a lot to do with how they roll out their new [365] stores, and how they 

balance consumer perception and the stock market over the next few 

months.” 

 “They’re vulnerable. They need to focus on rebuilding trust and focus on 

identifying what still distinguishes them from their competitors in this 

changing market.” 

 “I do foresee that if they don’t pull their head out of the sand and really 

focus on strategic growth, that they really could hurt more.” 

 “Whole Foods is extremely behind in connecting their existing POS system to 

their ordering system. Everything is not integrated in the way it should be. A 

unit sells, and nothing is updated in the system to trigger an order. A staff 

member has to walk past a shelf and notice a product needs restocking.” 

 “Compare this to Walmart and other conventional grocers, which have their 

own integrated distribution. There’s no time lag between a sale and the 

product being ordered [from the distributor/vendor]. If Whole Foods scans 

an item and it comes from one of the many distributors they partner with 

that do not deliver five days a week, suddenly you might be a week out—or 

more—until you get a product restocked.” 

 “We have products that deliver once a week. At Whole Foods, many of the 

regions are not great about working with bigger distributors—even when 

they’ve been approved and even when it would increase sales for all 

parties—because of [regional management’s] desire to protect relationships 

with small distributors.” 

 “By being decentralized, Whole Foods does not do a great job of managing things like having products out of stock. If 

vendors are unable to get their stock in, because the store isn’t being diligent about getting it on the shelves, and the 

sales are low, it gets less and less attractive.” 

Customer Perception 

 “Whole Foods’ positioning is more precarious than it was six months ago. And a lot of that has to do with trust.” 

 “The weighing scandal is a part of this. But the bigger picture is about a perception that Whole Foods is using its 

farmer programs and own ratings system to offer lower-quality products at similar margins and consumer prices.” 

 “Whole Foods over the years has established more and more of its own ratings systems and its own standards for 

how they define ethically or sustainably raised foods. An example would be if Whole Foods says a product isn’t 

organic but it’s grown without pesticides—and that’s good enough.” 

 “Organic farmers in particular feel that Whole Foods is actually decreasing the amount of truly organic produce on 

offer but still charging premium prices. Farmers are being more vocal about these things, and consumers, watchdog 

groups and the media, including bloggers, have picked up on this.” 

 “Years ago this was less of a problem because consumers weren’t as educated and there weren’t as many options. 

But now people can go to just about any conventional supermarket and buy organic produce. You’ve got options. The 

consumer has legitimate concerns about … Whole Foods’ value differential not being as solid as it once appeared to 

be.” 

 “Where once the brand was viewed as providing the best quality and decent value, now the trust in the price value 

and the trust in the quality are both diminishing simultaneously. That’s a very precarious position.” 

 “[The weighing scandal] absolutely feeds into this. More than anything it was how it was handled. No apologies.” 
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 “CEO Mackey has had a lot of success. However, the industry has changed, and his attitude that it’s OK to pass the 

blame by saying Whole Foods was unfairly targeted or victimized [is] 

ludicrous and offensive to consumers.” 

 “This is the same guy who has gone very aggressively against health 

insurance, with a consumer audience that disagrees with him. It’s the same 

guy who was caught hiding his identity [while posting comments about 

competitors] on Wall Street blogs. His arrogance gets in the way, and when it 

comes to the pricing scandal, there’s no disputing that there were really 

problematic issues. I can’t imagine anyone can look at this and say it was 

inadvertent.” 

 “Ironically, the perception of ‘whole paycheck’ has not always been fair 

when you compare them to the same quality in other markets. Conventional 

supermarkets can really gouge customers for natural products. But 

suddenly, at a time when Whole Foods needs to prove their value more than 

at any other time, they’re going the other direction.” 

 “To start with, their advertising program last year was off the mark by 

dismissing the notion that they don’t offer a good value and instead 

speaking to ethical ‘values.’ Ethics are great, people care about them—but 

they also care about price. Shoppers’ budgets are tight; they’re expecting 

higher quality at similar prices or less. And instead of responding to that 

need, Whole Foods has gone even further in the direction of alienating 

customers by making these mistakes and then not handling the crisis 

communication appropriately.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “The new format 365 stores could be great or they could be a disaster. It’s 

hard to know which way it will go, because they’ve been so secretive about 

their concept. I understand that the value will be in lower-priced items and a 

big focus on private label.” 

 “The way in which Whole Foods described that they’re going to appeal to millennials sounded vague to me. It looks 

like when they saw they were taking a huge hit in the press and wanted to show Wall Street that they were being 

responsive, they came up with a half-baked idea and threw it out there before it was ready, just to appease 

investors.” 

 “When you look at the press releases they put out about [the 365 concept stores], they’re talking about it being great 

for millennials because there will be a lot of tech and really good pricing. They haven’t shared enough about this 

value or technology to entice these millennial consumers. I need to know more about how it speaks to me, how it’s 

not going to cannibalize the existing product, and also how it’s not going to change the brand’s value perception.” 

 “Whole Foods has established value in a certain way; if you tell me you can offer similar products at half the prices, 

why should I trust the existing business? There’s a lot to prove there.” 

Competition 

 “When you look at the Costcos or Targets or Walmarts of the world, they’ve already made incredible strides in 

providing many of the same products. I think Costco is always at the top of the list, and Walmart too, on produce 

alone. But also on dairy and other categories where they’ve really pushed organic and natural.” 

 “There are other examples [in addition to the big-box and national grocery giants] of regional conventional 

supermarkets that are responding to consumers’ demands for more natural. 

 “I met a vice president at one regional conventional supermarket who is very passionate about bringing healthy 

products to the communities that have traditionally had very few food options. They’re spending a lot of time and 

resources on very personalized educational approaches to their customers.” 

 “If you get those kinds of leaders in these conventional supermarkets that are able to bring the corporate branding 

and messaging and the hands-on consumer experience in line with that message that ‘we care and we’re doing right 

by you in a way that you can afford,’ there is real opportunity. So any of these chains with the right approach and 

marketing could really take a piece out of Whole Foods.” 
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 “The one thing I do think distinguishes Whole Foods is their ability to offer 

products that nobody else can because of their decentralization and 

empowerment of local and regional buyers to take risks on new products. I 

think that’s still true, but I don’t think it will necessarily stay that way.” 

 “One of these other traditional retailers—a Walmart or Target or Costco—

could make a decision to invest in early brands that showcase 

entrepreneurial businesses as an opportunity to show their commitment to 

small businesses, and to support the new and exciting things in the market. 

That would put Whole Foods in a difficult situation.” 

 “[The traditional grocers] could, for example, reserve 10% of their shelf 

space for companies that are not sold anywhere else. If they did that, then 

Whole Foods’ value add—that fun, new product that nobody else has—would 

quickly dissipate. It would be a serious threat.” 

 “[Shifts are happening] not just at the conventional retailers but also with 

the brands themselves. Even the most stalwart, conventional brands have 

really shifted to responding to consumer demand. You have every major 

cereal company getting rid of artificial colors and flavors in products that 

have notoriously been for decades about sugar and about artificial colors.” 

 “For the first time, truly natural companies can really make a go of it in the 

rest of the market, with the more traditional retailers. I still think in 

consumers’ minds, being in Whole Foods is a marker of success, so I don’t 

know if the natural brands can eschew them altogether. But if you’ve 

established yourself early and then you get into some of the larger 

traditional retailers, if Whole Foods continues to squeeze you to bring in 

better prices, and more product that is exclusive to them, then if your sales 

volumes aren’t tremendous with Whole Foods, but you can do huge volumes 

in a Target or a Costco or a CVS—without the same limitations and demands 

on your time—maybe eventually you walk away from Whole Foods.” 

 “Chicago is traditionally not one in which Whole Foods has had a lot of 

presence. There are more established chains there already. It’s a later 

market entry for them. Their presence in California, by contrast, was only 

made possible when they bought out all the competitors there and slowly 

brought customers back. In other more successful markets, Whole Foods was one of the first organic, natural, large-

format offerings. They were able to capitalize on being first to market.” 

 

 

2) Consultant to natural, organic and specialty foods; broker to supermarkets in the Northeast; repeat source 

This source has about 10 clients selling into Whole Foods and is seeing a reallocation of promotional dollars with the 

manufacturers he represents. Vendors with higher-priced items like olive oil are being called on by Whole Foods to get 

their everyday prices down by doing fewer promotions. Whole Foods is facing a lot more competition from mainline 

supermarkets, as well as Target, Walmart and CVS. Clients’ sales at Whole Foods are still up but at a slower pace. 

Dec. 16, 2014, summary: Supplier and distributor sales to Whole Foods continued to grow across the board, both from 

same-store sales as well as from the expansion in the number of stores. Whole Foods was likely to succeed in its 

expansion plans, largely because younger people were prepared to pay more for premium products. 

Price Changes 

 “Whole Foods is obviously conscientious of pricing, first with the 365 label and now with the announcement of the 

concept stores. Are they reacting more now? I think they are. They’re looking at how the retail prices of their items 

affect their image. They don’t like the nickname ‘whole paycheck.’” 
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 “I’m seeing management negotiating differently in terms of how they’re 

running everyday cost—directly with vendors and distributors.” 

 “If a vendor was selling at Whole Foods for $3.39 regular retail, for example, 

and they’d go on promotion at $1.99 or $2.49 four or five times a year, 

Whole Foods might say to them, ‘We need to get to [an everyday retail price 

of] $2.99, because that’s where Target is, Walmart is and Kroger is.’ And by 

the way, [those competing retailers] work on a 30% margin and we work on 

a 40% margin.” 

 “If that manufacturer has a set amount of dollars to pay Whole Foods for 

promotions, I’m seeing some of this go into lower everyday prices.” 

 “It’s category-dependent [as to which strategy Whole Foods will take to get 

prices down]. When you’re talking salty snacks or beverages, which are high 

promotional categories, then yes, they’ll be [asked to dig deeper for 

promotions]. But on things like olive oil and nut butter, or sauces, Whole 

Foods is more worried about the everyday retail. So categories that are 

higher priced—over $5.” 

 “When Whole Foods is $7.99 [retail] and the competition is $6.99, it’s only a 

12% difference but it’s a dollar. When you’re talking kettle chips, from $2.99 

to $3.29 it’s 12% but it’s only 30¢—it doesn’t make as much of an 

impression.” 

 “If you look at Whole Foods stores, management is obviously focusing on the 

perimeter [as a way to keep high margins]—prepared foods, bakery, meats, 

seafood, where they can really stay different. If you look at a Whole Foods 

store that was built 10 years ago and compare it to one that’s built now, the 

amount of groceries on shelves is about the same but they’ve increased the 

size of the prepared foods, bakery, meats, etc.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “Sales are still up [for my clients overall], but I don’t know if it’s growing at 

the same pace. Some of it’s got to do with the wider Whole Foods company 

returns; it’s a puzzle with a lot of pieces. It can take up to 10 years to get 

into all of the regions vs. Target or Walmart where if you get in, you get in all 

the stores.” 

 “And Whole Foods has been adding stores so sales overall are up, but their 

[identical] store sales have flattened.” 

Customer Perception 

 “I don’t think [the weighing scandal] will affect them that much at all. Most 

people after a couple of weeks will forget about it.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “Whole Foods knows they have to come up with something that addresses 

lower-income scales. They’re running out of ‘A’ locations. They can’t just 

keep growing by putting in the same kinds of stores in [lower socioeconomic 

demographic areas]. In some of the neighborhoods they want to get into, the regular Whole Foods is not going to 

work, so they have to create a second model. I think that’s where 365 will go.” 

Competition 

 “More and more mainline supermarkets are counting more and more natural and organic products—as well as CVS, 

Walmart and Target.” 

 “Because of the regional management structure, different regions are doing different things to react to the 

competition. Florida, for instance, is very conscious of what’s going on at Walmart and Publix. This could be different 

to the mid-Atlantic, the D.C. area.” 

 “Whole Foods’ decision to discontinue Chobani yogurt is a good example. It’s an item everybody sells at a low 

margin, so what was Whole Foods going to do? Lower the margin and take the hit? They decided not to do that. They 

have other choices out there. It was making them look bad from a price standpoint.” 
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3) Senior food sales consultant specializing in the organic and natural foods space  

Whole Foods needs new blood in upper management if it is to overcome its perception problems and come up with 

solutions to its “whole paycheck” image. This is nowhere more evident than in CEO Mackey’s bungled handling of the 

weighing scandal, which made the initial problem much worse. Whole Foods is facing fierce competition from traditional 

grocers and big-box stores, in addition to specialty grocers. In Chicago, the 

specialty store competition is particularly ferocious, not just from Mariano’s and 

Fresh Thyme but also from Standard Market. Whole Foods appears to be holding 

its 50% margins on center store product but is seeing its margins squeezed in 

fresh produce. Competitors like Walmart are a big reason for this. The regional 

structure of Whole Foods’ store management is problematic on several fronts. 

One is that it limits the way in which brands can be leveraged via promotion on a 

national level. A second is that regional store managers are in many cases too 

empowered, which manifests in arbitrary buying decisions and unprofessional 

conduct in their dealings with suppliers. Of this consultant’s three clients that 

supply to Whole Foods, one has seen sales rise 3% in the first six months of this 

year, while sales for the other two are down 2% to 5%. 

Price Changes 

 “I have been dealing with Whole Foods for 10 years, most of those as a 

supplier. I have three clients who are supplying Whole Foods currently: one 

refrigerated product, one in frozen and one in grocery. In my previous or 

current dealings with Whole Foods, I have never once had them come to me 

and ask for a price reduction. I haven’t seen any real pricing pressure on the 

center store [items].” 

 “What they do [instead] is they bring in new products to the categories and 

cut [older] items that are not necessarily moving. Entrepreneurs backing the new products can support the Whole 

Foods [promotional] programs.” 

 “And that’s the grocery industry, so they’re not doing anything that other grocery retailers are doing. But I do firmly 

believe that here in Chicago [Whole Foods is] under some pricing pressure.” 

 “A prime example is with a manufacturer I work with in both Whole Foods and Mariano’s. Mariano’s works off, 

believe it or not, a 14% margin—the same as Costco. Whole Foods’ margin is closer to 50%. The retail price 

differential for this particular product is $2 higher at Whole Foods than Mariano’s. Whole Foods sells it every day for 

$5.99, Mariano’s for $3.99 [although] we just did a promotion in the last 30 days to lower the Whole Foods price to 

$4.99.” 

 “Whole Foods margins haven’t really moved for me in the course of my [10-year] tenure with them, especially in the 

last six years. I think where the company is getting its margins squeezed is on the fresh produce side—only because 

as new players come in, they’re taking that supply.” 

 “The supply of fresh produce is diminishing for Whole Foods. You look at Walmart: they will go out and romance that 

supplier. And why wouldn’t that supplier sell to Walmart? Because at a given point in time Walmart is going to end up 

being the No. 1 natural retailer on specific items out there. And Walmart’s going to turn that inventory. Their margins 

will be much slimmer than Whole Foods.” 

 “Walmart’s getting very smart. The super centers are going to be dinosaurs. Baby boomers are not willing to walk 

that big store, and I don’t believe any generation behind us does. They want convenience, prepared meals, and if you 

look at what they’re doing, their stores are coming down in size tremendously.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “One of my vendor clients is up 3% on sales to Whole Foods; the two others are down between 2% and 5% for the 

first six months of this year.” 

 “Of the three categories that I’m in, the center store item is shrinking. And I think some of the slowing is generational 

[i.e., the product is maturing]. I’d be curious to know whether the customer count for Whole Foods is up or not.” 

 “Most manufacturers don’t have an opportunity to promote their products nationwide, because the way the Whole 

Foods regional model works, a manufacturer has to start at one region and build out. I understand this, and I thought 

it was good in the beginning. But from my standpoint today, I firmly believe that Whole Foods is not leveraging their 
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brand and their power on a national basis. And they could do that. Whole Foods doesn’t currently have enough 

manufacturers who are distributed nationally through their stores.” 

 “I would not run a promotion on a national basis with Whole Foods at this point because it’s too expensive. The 

amount you’re expected to pay is outrageous, because they’re not allowing a larger number of manufacturers to help 

offset some of the costs. It’s almost a catch-22 in the way they want to do business vs. how they’re actually doing it. 

As they’re pulling the national programs together, those regions need to have some input, but they need a larger pool 

of manufacturers to go on a national basis—and I hope they do that at some point.” 

 “I’ve had tremendous run-ins at the store level, where those folks feel so 

empowered that they are just flat-out rude. That needs to stop.” 

 “We want Whole Foods to be successful. We need them to be successful. If 

it weren’t for them, we wouldn’t have all these new customers we could sell 

to. So thank you Whole Foods, but I think it’s time for Mackey and his co-

CEO to step down and have a new regime in there.” 

Customer Perception 

 “I think the way Whole Foods handled the weighing scandal will have more 

of an effect than the actual issue itself. Management came out and blatantly 

went after the agency that found these discrepancies. That’s not what you 

do.” 

 “That’s the John Mackey factor—it’s the mentality of Whole Foods. They 

need to bring somebody in from the outside, and I really hope they do 

because it will shake the organization up.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “How do you name a new concept store after your private label? I just don’t 

think it’s going to play with the consumer.” 

 “What’s the percentage of private label vs. branded products? What’s the 

assortment going to look like if you’re putting the 365 name on there? It will 

be very interesting to see how it plays.” 

 “I do not believe the 365 [store] concept is going to fly. One, because I think 

the branding is off. What is the Whole Foods brand? It’s the name—not 365. 

They are missing the boat; they’re not leveraging their brand.” 

Competition 

 “Here in Chicago we’ve got a new player in Fresh Thyme, which is supported 

by Meijer. It’s a different type of market; it’s giving Whole Foods a run for its 

money.” 

 “Standard Market is another competitor to note. It started off as a restaurant, and they have expanded in Chicago to 

three locations, and I will tell you that they are blowing Whole Foods away. One of the locations is within two miles of 

a Whole Foods.” 

 “Standard Market has taken the high-end consumer away from Whole Foods [in Chicago]. They have concentrated 

on service, the perimeters—meat, bakeries, produce—and high-end center store merchandise. They’re catering to 

that family of four where both parents are working so [they buy] prepared selections of meals on a daily basis. They 

have a fabulous cheese selection and a cheese bar where people are doing wine and cheese tastings. It’s an 

experience—and Whole Foods doesn’t have the experience that a Standard Market has these days.” 

 “We also have Fresh Market here, which is still doing OK. They’re expanding. We’ve also got Pete’s Market.” 

 “The exit of Dominic’s really hurt Whole Foods more than anybody, because Mariano’s … did not just go in, wipe the 

shelves and put up a new name. They take their time, gutting the location and putting in a beautiful environment. I 

believe there are now 25 to 30 Mariano’s in the marketplace now. Their perimeter departments are phenomenal.” 

 “The natural segment right now is the hot button [nationally]. You’ve almost got a perfect storm where the demand is 

growing because the retail base in increasing, yet the supply can’t catch up to the demand.” 

 “This [organic, natural foods] channel is going to continue to grow, and people better buckle up. You’ve got every 

channel coming in and nipping at Whole Foods’ ankles, and I’m not sure they really recognize that. I’m not seeing 

anything that is showing me that management doesn’t have their head in the sand.” 

 “It’s Costco and all the traditional grocers, in addition to the specialty stores.” 

 “Despite this shifting landscape, the [Whole Foods] stores still believe they have the power.” 

Here in Chicago we’ve got a 
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It’s a different type of market; 
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http://www.petesfresh.com/
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 “The saving grace for Whole Foods is that there are so many small suppliers locally and regionally that immediately 

go to Whole Foods. They get on the shelf, and the other manufacturers that don’t play nice with Whole Foods are 

getting bumped out. There’s a continual replenishment of new product in those categories that are coming from 

those new manufacturers that really haven’t gotten to know Whole Foods.” 

 “Whole Foods’ upper management does not have fresh ideas. They need some fresh blood, some new ideas. Think 

of what Sprouts just did with their management. It’s very interesting to watch the dynamics. Where is Whole Foods’ 

third-generation store? I haven’t seen it.” 

 

 

4) Consultant specializing in CPG sales and business development 

Pricing has become an increasingly sensitive issue for Whole Foods, and the company is experiencing some margin 

compression, an effect of increasing competition. Whole Foods must fend off competition from other specialty markets 

as well as traditional grocers. Sprouts appears to be taking more customers from Whole Foods. 

Price Changes 

 “Pricing is a sensitive thing for Whole Foods. … There has always been some give and take in getting to the landed 

cost with them. There has been some margin compression internally with them over the past couple of years that I 

have not seen in the past.” 

 “It is a sign that they fully recognize that competition is now very real in the natural/organic/specialty segment. 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “Although I have sold a lot of product into Whole Foods over the past 10 years, I am not currently selling anything to 

them or consulting with a group that ships to Whole Foods.” 

Customer Perception 

 N/A 

365 Store Concept 

 N/A 

Competition 

 “I know locally here in Atlanta, a very competitive grocery market, that Sprouts has pulled many consumers out of 

Whole Foods and into Sprouts.” 

 “The Fresh Market and Whole Foods have coexisted for many years, although have a similar but different consumer.” 

 “Trader Joe’s also has a nice presence in this market, and Earth Fare looks to be getting in as well.” 

 “This is on top of the traditional grocery market dominated by Kroger, Publix, Walmart, and to a lesser degree with 

Ingles.” 

 

 

 

3) Whole Foods Store Personnel 
Four of six sources said prices have not changed on everyday items and that price reductions are done through sales and 

promotions, which have increased from a year ago. The two sources who said everyday prices are lower are from the Kansas 

City area, where cuts have been made mainly to Whole Foods’ 365 brand. Sources have not noticed a change in product mix. 

Five said business is meeting expectations or is consistent year to year. Only one highlighted sales increases, saying 

customers were buying more items and receipt totals were climbing. The weighing scandal has not resulted in lost sales, but 

it has led to focused training sessions, audits from outside entities, and heightened vigilance from customers. Two sources 

said the “whole paycheck” moniker lingers, while others said price remains front of mind for many shoppers. Three sources 

said competition is increasing while another source said Whole Foods is lowering prices to better compete. Sources do not 

expect to lose customers to Walmart or Costco, but acknowledged Sprouts and traditional grocers as true competitors. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Price Changes 

- 4 of 6 said prices have not changed on everyday items. 

- The 2 who said prices on everyday items have decreased are both from Kansas City area. 

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/sprouts-farmers-market-announces-leadership-succession-2015-08-06-161841044
https://www.earthfare.com/
https://www.ingles-markets.com/
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- 4 said the number of sales and promotions has increased noticeably from a year ago. 

- No source has seen a change to the product mix. 

- Price is on customers’ minds when shopping at Whole Foods. 

Whole Foods’ Business 

- 5 said sales are the same as a year ago or are performing as expected. 

- 1 said receipt totals are higher than a year ago as customers are buying more items. 

- 365 private label is popular and driving sales in some areas. 

Customer Perception 

- All sources said the weighing scandal has not resulted in lost business. 

- All sources noted either increased training, testing, customer vigilance, or all three. 

- 2 said “whole paycheck” image persists. 

365 Store Concept 

- Only 1 source had any definitive knowledge of 365 store concept and expects it to do well. 

- Other 5 said it is a good idea and do not expect it to hurt sales in their stores. 

- 1 had heard new stores will be placed near college campuses. 

- 1 said it will hurt Trader Joe’s. 

Competition 

- 3 said competition is increasing. 

- 1 said Whole Foods is lowering prices to better compete. 

- Sources do not expect to lose customers to Walmart or Costco, but said Sprouts and traditional grocers are true 

competitors. 

 

 

1) Whole Foods team trainer in Kansas 

Prices are down, mostly in the 365 brand. Business is consistent. The controversy over overcharging resulted in the store 

retraining employees and conducting regular audits for accuracy. 

Price Changes 

 “Our price cuts are mostly on our 365 brand, probably because it is our brand and the one we have the most control 

over. Competition is also a factor in the price cuts.” 

 “Prices also depend upon the item and how exclusive it is in the market.” 

 “Of course, there are seasonal price changes in produce. I don’t think there is much price change difference in that 

from a year ago, but it depends on how much we get in and when.” 

 “I’m not sure there has been much change in the product mix overall. We are getting in new items every day, such as 

from local vendors.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “Our business seems pretty consistent.” 

 “I don’t see any trends in what people are buying in general. You always 

have the people come in here for special diet reasons or they are foodies 

and want to try something new.” 

Customer Perception 

 “Customers look at us the same way as always. I used to work in the deli, 

and we had the same regulars coming back in. It is the same for the whole 

store.” 

 “The investigation on weights was a big thing for our stores. I don’t know if it 

hurt business, but everybody in the store had to be retrained. We do audits 

all the time to test accuracy. We had the state’s department of weights and 

measures in several times to check on us.” 

 “Our audits are important. We really want to make sure we are being honest 

in everything that we do.” 

 “I have not heard any customers express concern about weights not being 

correct.” 

365 Store Concept 

The investigation on weights 

was a big thing for our stores. I 

don’t know if it hurt business, 

but everybody in the store had 

to be retrained. We do audits 

all the time to test accuracy. 

We had the state’s department 

of weights and measures in 

several times to check on us. 

Whole Foods team trainer 

Kansas, USA 
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 ”I have not heard if we are getting any 365 stores in the Midwest. I have heard that they are going into locations near 

colleges because the brand appeals to younger people.” 

 “The idea of 365 is for people to be able to shop for organic foods at the most competitive price possible so they can 

save money. That makes sense.” 

 “It is hard to say how 365 stores would affect our store.” 

Competition 

 “Sure, we have more competition from new organic food stores and stores like Hy-Vee that have put in large natural 

food departments.” 

 “More people are interested in being healthy, and that’s good. Whole Foods wants to make people aware of what 

they are eating. We encourage people to go to farmers markets and places like that to buy healthy.” 

 

Observations: This store was laid out like other Whole Foods but was more spacious. It also had a bar with beer on tap as 

well as other drink and food stations. Billboards out front advertised a 12-week sale on towelettes and a three-day 25% 

discount on vitamin supplements. Inside the store, large signs across the top of the aisles touted back-to-school items, 

such as organic peanut butter, jelly and breakfast cereal. Customers were relatively few, and the registers had no lines on 

a Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. 

 

 

2) Whole Foods manager in Los Angeles 

Sale items across all brands in all sections are more common now than a year ago, and are driving business. This is 

augmented by the expansion of the 365 line, and checkout receipt totals are higher as more customers are using Whole 

Foods for weekly shopping. The new POS system has not been completed, but the store has undergone a light remodel. 

Customers are being more diligent at the registers since the weighing issue surfaced, and staff is making sure labels 

match price sheets and double-checking receipts. Chatter about the Values Matter campaign has died down. 

Price Changes 

 “We have more regular sales on items throughout the store—not just on 365 items but all across different brands 

and different sections.” 

 “The supplement sections and the body care sections now include more items at lower prices.” 

 “A lot of the lower prices are temporary sales.” 

 “I’m not aware of any permanent price cuts, but I know the pricing issue is on everyone’s mind.” 

 “Certainly the 365 brand is popular, and it is helping to offset higher prices on other items.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “We are seeing more and more customers come in on a regular basis for their weekly grocery shopping and the 

[receipt] totals at the registers are getting higher, not necessarily because prices are rising but because more people 

are using us to buy more of what they need.” 

 “Customers are buying fewer frozen foods and more fresh produce than six months ago. Perhaps because it’s 

summer and they want colder fresh meals.” 

 “We are doing a great deal of business with supplements. We are running 

another 25%-off sale for three days coming up this weekend, which I know is 

going to be popular.” 

 “I think what’s driving business is the idea that shopping at Whole Foods 

may not turn out to be the least expensive option, but it’s going to offer an 

experience and option to choose healthy, whole foods. That’s what we 

started with, and that’s what people who come here on a regular basis 

want.” 

 “It is true that we are not the same company we started out as, and we do 

hear that sometimes. And we do have to often tell customers why some 

prices on things like eggs and dairy products or produce are a little higher. 

When we explain to them that we are offering locally grown, organics, cage-

free, GMO-free products and that these cost a little more to produce, they 

get it.” 

We have more regular sales on 

items throughout the store—not 

just on 365 items but all across 

different brands and different 

sections. A lot of the lower 

prices are temporary sales. I’m 

not aware of any permanent 

price cuts. 

Whole Foods manager 

Los Angeles, USA 

https://www.hy-vee.com/
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 “I think the 365 brand has been tremendously helpful in giving customers a less expensive option to many items like 

juice and canned products and pastas and other things.” 

Customer Perception 

 “The weighing issue hasn’t been a big deal, but we are seeing customers check more carefully. We also are being 

extra diligent with tags on produce and at the registers to make sure we nip it in the bud before it’s an issue with a 

customer.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “I think the 365 stores would be great, but I’ve not heard anything about them.” 

 “I’m not worried about them taking business away, but a good chunk of our customers do buy the brand.” 

Competition 

 “I know more conventional stores are trying to offer their customers options for organics and gluten-free. That’s a 

good thing. But I wouldn’t say there’s any concern about losing business to Walmart or Costco.” 

 “I think the [Values Matter] campaign was effective, but it’s quieted down now. Mostly what’s shifting is the idea that 

you can shop at Whole Foods and know that even if you are paying a little bit more for some things, you are buying 

the best quality you can get. That has value.” 

 “Sprouts is a good competitor. I know some of our customers shop both stores.” 

 “I’m not aware of what their business is like, but we are definitely doing well in this store. We are offering lower 

prices on many items and we have a solid core of repeat customers.” 

 

Observations: This store was very busy on a Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. The Values Matter signage was not as prominent 

out front or in the store as it was when the campaign first launched. The store now sells potted fruit trees and potting soil, 

which other sister stores already were doing a year ago. Promotional signage for a three-day sale on supplements was 

everywhere, and red-tag sales were present on select items across all sections. 

 

 

3) Whole Foods assistant manager in Los Angeles 

Sales are even with a year ago. The 365 brand is doing extremely well, and the source noted regular red-tag sales on 

other items. Customers have complained about the weighing controversy. The stores all have been instructed to post 

notices on the registers informing customers that they need to check their receipts before leaving the store and that 

cashiers are doing the best to make sure customers are being charged correctly. 

Price Changes 

 “We definitely have a lot of sale items every day across the store, much more so than a year ago, but sales are about 

even with the last 12 months for this store, so not sure about the impact.” 

 “Red-tag sales are a draw for customers now.” 

 “Trending highest is sales on produce. It’s summer, so lots of berries.” 

 “Pricing is in flux for some items. Our vitamin and supplements are certainly 

being looked at. The 365 brand doesn’t do as well in that category, but 

some of the higher-end items are not selling so well.” 

 “I have complaints all day long about pricing. Many customers who are [from 

overseas] will come in expecting us to be a grocery store and they will get to 

the check out and ask me why we’re charging $7 for a dozen eggs. I have to 

explain the cage-free, organic process to them, and they usually get it.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “The grocery aisles have a lot of specialty brand items that aren’t selling as 

well as the 365 option, so we know that’s a real popular brand. Everyone 

wants to save, and since the category has so many organic options, it’s 

doing very, very well.” 

Customer Perception 

 “We are still hearing [about the weighing controversy] from customers, and 

it’s not really fair. Many times the customer is undercharged because we 

don’t have a sticker. And, yes, they are being more watchful about this at the 

We definitely have a lot of sale 

items every day across the 

store, much more so than a 
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even with the last 12 months 

for this store, so not sure about 

the impact. Red-tag sales are a 

draw for customers now. 

Whole Foods assistant manager 

Los Angeles, USA 
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registers. We have the little cards here to notify customers that we’re doing our best to ensure the prices are correct, 

but we also want them to be mindful too so we catch an error at the beginning of a transaction, not afterward.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “I’ve heard we are getting the first 365 store in Silver Lake in about six weeks. I think it will be extremely popular. 

Everyone loves the brand, and it will do well.” 

 “The 365 [line] has everything from milk to nuts and even cleaning supplies, so it will do well.” 

Competition 

 “I don’t see Walmart or Costco as competitors. We are completely different in terms of our community reach and 

values.” 

 “If anything, we are more directly competing with Sprouts or Bristol Farms and, to some degree, Gelson’s.” 

 “If the conventional markets, like Ralphs and Vons, are ramping up on selling more organics or gluten-free items, it 

can be viewed that we are serving the original market sector and doing what we do well. Not every shopper is a 

Whole Foods shopper nor will they ever be. We understand that. But for those who do use us for either regular 

weekly shopping or once or twice a month for specialty items, we are offering what we think is the highest quality 

products with consistent attention to locally grown and locally manufactured items.” 

 “We are adjusting pricing to compete more effectively. That’s true. Pricing is an issue. We have to give customers 

options for lower-ticketed items. But many of our regular customers come to us for the same products week after 

week because they know we support their choices, even if they are fond of items that cost a little more for us to get 

for them and require we pass on those costs to them. That goes for eggs and hand lotion alike.” 

 

Observations: The store was busy on a Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. and red-tag sales were all over the place but most 

heavily in the supplements and health and body sections. There was a sign for 25% off supplements. The produce 

section looked a little beat up. The store had put many of kids’ items on endcaps as a “back-to-school” promotion. Lines 

for the salad bar and Asian fast casual dinner were long, but no one was in the bakery section. 

 

 

4) Whole Foods associate in Connecticut 

The store has had sales much more frequently over the past year. Customers are very price-sensitive in this mixed-

income city. People still talk about the “whole paycheck” image. They also have become more concerned about quality 

and understanding what ingredients are in their products, but they often will choose a less expensive alternative like the 

365 brand or nonorganic produce. The New York investigation into overcharging has influenced customers’ perceptions. 

Competition has not greatly affected the store since Whole Foods still has its reputation as a leader in quality. Smaller 

natural foods stores cannot offer the same selections or price competitiveness. 

Price Changes 

 “There have been a lot more sales throughout the last year than before. The 

sales are great; there are lots of seasonal items on sale, like produce, but 

also many more nonseasonal items.” 

 “Prices are always changing, but I have not noticed any particular trend in 

general prices or with particular items.” 

 “I do all the buying for this section, and price is the most important factor I 

consider in addition to quality. I have worked in different Whole Foods stores 

for eight years, and in this store the customers are definitely more sensitive 

to price. In the Whole Foods in a wealthier nearby community, customers are 

much more concerned about quality and will buy the highest-quality items in 

bulk. Customers here want smaller amounts and lower prices. I buy a mix of 

products to cater to people who are more concerned about price.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I think we are doing about the same as last year—maybe a little better.” 

 “Sales and lower-priced products are very important here. The 365 brand is 

doing very well because people see it as having the same quality as other 

Whole Foods products. They trust the brand Whole Foods, and they want to 

pay less.” 

There have been a lot more 

sales throughout the last year 

than before. The sales are 

great; there are lots of 

seasonal items on sale, like 

produce, but also many more 

nonseasonal items. Prices are 

always changing, but I have not 

noticed any particular trend in 

general prices or with particular 

items. 

Whole Foods associate  

Connecticut, USA 

http://www.theeastsiderla.com/2015/07/whole-foods-to-open-lower-priced-value-365-store-in-silver-lake/
http://www.bristolfarms.com/
https://www.gelsons.com/
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 “Customers are becoming much more aware. They read all the packages and want to know about what is in the 

products.” 

 “Gluten-free products are still very much in demand.” 

Customer Perception 

 “People still say ‘whole paycheck’ to me, but I think that’s starting to change. And some of the sales let people try 

things that might not normally spend the money on.” 

 “People care more about what they put in their bodies now, and we have a lot of conversations about what is in 

certain items. I always tell customers to read the package every time they buy because companies can change 

ingredients anytime. But people know that when they come here, they are getting products that Whole Foods has 

chosen because of their quality.” 

 “Many people will come here for specific items, like produce or meats, because they don’t have chemicals or 

antibiotics. All of our produce is non-GMO, I just recently found out. Some of it is organic, and some of it isn’t. 

Customers who want to spend a little less can get produce that is still GMO-free even if it’s not organic. ” 

 “Customers are definitely more vigilant about checking weights and pricing, but I think that’s a good thing. People 

should be aware of what they’re buying and how different products are packaged.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “I love the 365 store idea. The first one in our region is supposed to be in Rochester, NY. From what I have heard, 

these will be in places where people don’t have access to organic and natural foods and products. I think the 365 

will make high-quality foods more available to people who can’t afford it or don’t have access.” 

 “I don’t think it will negatively impact our store because we already have a very loyal customer base, and people 

come here for very specific items. The 365 store should have a different range of products. There are a lot of things 

we have here that are not in the 365 line.” 

 “There is a pretty wide range of people who shop here, so I definitely think that some of our customers might want to 

shop at the 365 store. But it’s all the same company, and I think that whatever is best for the customer is what 

matters.” 

Competition 

 “People shop at different stores for different items. People come here for some things, then go to Trader Joe’s down 

the street for others.” 

 “There are several smaller organics and natural food stores in the area. I feel bad for them because they compete 

with Whole Foods in price and selection. But there are some things they have that we don’t. Edge of the Woods in 

New Haven is a great store; I go there sometimes.” 

 “I don’t think we’ve lost customers to other stores. The quality of Whole Foods is high, and there are things people 

want here that they can’t get other places.” 

 “I don’t see Walmart as competition at all. The quality just isn’t as good.” 

 

Observations: At around 2:30 p.m. on a Friday, lines were forming at every checkout lane and were filled a very broad 

range of people. We noted a 25%-off weekend sale on all supplements and probiotics, and several vendors were giving 

out samples. Sale signs were very prominent on a number of products throughout the store. A custom flower/bouquet 

section was an unusual feature. 

 

 

5) Whole Foods team leader in Missouri 

This store is holding its own against the competition and seeing some lasting price reductions. The scale controversy has 

employees on their toes but does not appear to have hurt business. 

Price Changes 

 “Prices have dropped on a number of things besides 365 products. I came over to this store four months ago after 

working at Trader Joe’s and I was surprised that a lot of our prices are comparable to theirs, contrary to what I heard 

about how expensive it is here.” 

 “We’ve been having a lot of sales, but some of these lower prices are not just for sales. We have Almond Breeze milk 

down to two for $4, and I just stocked some cat food at $5 a bag. Those are not just temporary prices.” 

 “We still don’t have the new POS system here but are told it is coming soon.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

http://www.eotwm.com/
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 “We seem to be meeting expectations.” 

 “We seem to be increasing the amount of natural food and organic food sales. That is a continuing trend. I notice we 

are selling more yogurt products and quinoa, for example.” 

Customer Perception 

 “Perceptions of us and what we offer haven’t changed that I can see.” 

 “People appreciate the lower prices; I have heard that.” 

 “We know all about the weight issue. It’s resulted in extra employee training and testing of the scales.” 

 “Customers usually pay attention to what products weigh and may be watching more closely; I don’t know. 

 “No customers have mentioned the scale issue to me.” 

365 Store Concept 

 ”We have no plans for a 365 store in this region at this time.” 

 “I think 365 stores will be a good thing. It will make customers realize we 

are not that expensive of a store.” 

 “The 365 brand is not necessarily for millennials. We see older people 

buying it.” 

 “I am not sure we would lose a lot of customers to the 365 stores. People 

come here for many reasons.” 

 “The 365 stores will hurt stores such as Trader Joe’s because of the low 

prices throughout the store.” 

Competition 

 “We still compete pretty well because of our brand and quality.” 

 “Other health food stores are not our major competition because I think we 

offer a lot more products, organic and otherwise.” 

 “Definitely, the major grocers that have health food sections are our biggest 

competitors. People go there because of the regular grocery offerings and 

the prices.” 

 

Observations: This Whole Foods was offering 25% off on vitamin supplements. 

Banners hanging from the ceiling touted locally grown produce. The store had a spacious dining area near the front. The 

story was fairly busy for a Thursday at 11:30 a.m., with some customers leaving with full baskets of groceries. 

 

 

6) Whole Foods associate in Connecticut 

The “whole paycheck” image is alive and well despite the store offering a product mix that includes lower-cost options. 

This has not hurt sales though because people still associate Whole Foods with top-quality products. The entire store 

team had to attend two weeks of training in weighing products. Customers are much more vigilant about prices of items 

that must be weighed. Not many young people shop at this store, so the source does not think the 365 store would be 

much of a threat to his customer base. Competition is definitely fierce, but Whole Foods’ brand recognition and selection 

still give it an edge among those looking for quality. 

Price Changes 

 “Prices haven’t really changed much. Most of the pricing decisions are made by the Whole Foods management, and I 

don’t think they have made any big changes.” 

 “No particular food categories have been targeted for price changes that I know of, but we do try to stay 

competitive.” 

 “We do try make sure we have a variety of similar products for different prices. So, for example, we have several 

different brands of yogurt, and one will be really top-quality, premium, while others are less expensive. In fact, 

sometimes a group of us will go together as a team to Stop & Shop and some other stores and buy products and 

compare them to our prices here. We did that recently with eggs. We found that our prices were the same within a 

dollar or so.” 

 “We always have sales here but no more than usual.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I think we are doing about as expected.” 

We still don’t have the new POS 

system here but are told it is 

coming soon. I am not sure we 

would lose a lot of customers to 

the 365 stores. People come 

here for many reasons. The 

365 stores will hurt stores such 

as Trader Joe’s because of the 

low prices throughout the store. 

Whole Foods team leader 

Missouri, USA 

http://stopandshop.com/
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 “Things are kind of dead right now because it’s summer, but that’s normal. It’s always a bit slow here in the summer. 

People may come in and spend a bunch of money on things for a barbecue.” 

 “People are buying a lot of cleanses in this store, lots of juice cleanses.” 

Customer Perception 

 “People definitely still think of us as ‘whole paycheck—which when you see commercials where Whole Foods is 

advertising $50 bottles of olive oil, kind of makes sense.” 

 “We are trying to address the high-price image by letting customers see that 

we have similar items in a wide variety of prices. We’ll open up something 

and let them try it if they’re not sure if they want it. Mostly we’re just having 

conversations and letting people see that there are many different options. I 

know a lot of people who would think that Whole Foods is too expensive.” 

 “The brand Whole Foods is really associated with quality. If you don’t want to 

spend $5 on a stick of butter, buy it at Stop & Shop. That’s what I do. But if 

you’re cooking a big dinner for your friends and you want to impress, come 

here and buy those nicer products.” 

 “The fact that Whole Foods has so many different options is what makes us 

unique. We have a very wide selection. There are things you can get here 

that you can’t get anywhere else, products directly from Iceland or Ireland. 

People come here for things they can’t get anywhere else.” 

 “The 365 brand is a great alternative, and people seem to like it. It’s the 

Whole Foods brand, so people associate it with quality, but it’s priced 

competitively with other stores. At Stop & Shop, for example, I think there 

are some brands of pasta you can get for 99¢ or a dollar. Our 365 pasta is 

something like $1.69 for a box, so that’s comparable and you know you’re 

getting good quality.” 

 “The New York investigation was a very big deal here. They had a two-week 

training—I think it was throughout the whole region—on proper weighing 

methods.” 

 “I think customers felt that they were being ripped off. A lot of people are 

much more careful now about paying attention to product weights and 

prices.” 

 “I think that we have to build trust with customers again after the 

investigation.” 

365 Store Concept 

 “I haven’t heard much about the 365 store, but someone did mention it a 

while back. I don’t know what they are going to do, but I think they will try to 

make it different from this store, smaller with only particular products.” 

 “Most people come here come here because they can get specific products 

they can’t get anywhere else. I don’t think that a 365 store would hurt our business.” 

 “Most of the people who shop here are older; there aren’t many young people who shop at Whole Foods in this 

area.” 

Competition 

 “I wouldn’t say that a store like Walmart or BJ’s would really compete with us. They just don’t have the same quality 

or a similar range of products. You might find one or two items we have at a BJ’s in bulk but not such a wide range.” 

 “People are definitely more aware now about organics and natural foods, so I do think some people choose to shop 

here for some items that they might have gotten at traditional grocery stores before.” 

 “There’s a store called Highland Organics … that’s pretty much the same as Whole Foods but half the size. … We 

tend not to sell out like they do.” 

 

Observations: This was a very large Whole Foods in a middle- to upper–middle-class suburb, and located only about 15 

minutes’ drive from two other Whole Foods. It was in a large complex with several other large grocery stores nearby. This 

store had a number of sale signs up, including a 25%-off “weekender” sale. Many items were labeled with large yellow 

signs advertising sales. We noted about 15 or 20 customers on a Friday at 8 p.m. 

 

People definitely still think of us 

as ‘whole paycheck—which 

when you see commercials 

where Whole Foods is 

advertising $50 bottles of olive 

oil, kind of makes sense. 

People come here for things 

they can’t get anywhere else. 

The New York investigation was 

a very big deal here. They had a 

two-week training—I think it was 

throughout the whole region—

on proper weighing methods. I 

think customers felt that they 

were being ripped off. A lot of 

people are much more careful 

now about paying attention to 

product weights and prices. I 

think that we have to build trust 

with customers again after the 

investigation. 

Whole Foods associate 

Connecticut, USA 

http://www.bjs.com/grocery.category.3000000000000117223.2001244
http://highlandparkmarket.com/
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4) Competitor Store Personnel 
All three sources said Whole Foods remains overpriced. Their customers continue to look upon Whole Foods as “whole 

paycheck.” Sources also said their business is growing, sales are up, and goals are being met. They view Whole Foods as a 

competitor, but believe they offer quality items at lower prices. A Sprouts source in Los Angeles said more customers were 

doing their weekly shopping there compared with a year ago. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Competition 

- 3 of 3 said their sales are growing, business is expanding and they are on track with their goals. 

- 1 from Sprouts in Los Angeles said the store is seeing more customers coming for weekly shopping trips year to year. 

- 2 said produce is a key product. 

o 1 reported not profiting from produce, but said it is what brings customers to the store. 

Whole Foods’ Business 

- All 3 said Whole Foods is more expensive than their stores. 

- All 3 said customers continue to refer to Whole Foods as “whole paycheck.” 

- 1 said the scale issues are a legitimate concern for their store as well. 

 

 

1) Sprouts assistant manager in Los Angeles; new source at repeat location 

This store is about to launch the initial phase of an expansion that will add a full-service deli, olive and salad bar, and 

expanded produce sections. The store also is raising the height of several aisles for its supplement, health and beauty 

and dry goods sections. Sales have grown since winter, largely because of a bigger core of repeat weekly grocery 

shopping customers and an increase in the number of Whole Foods customers seeking lower prices. 

Competition 

 “Sales are up for us by about 20% from last winter, and we are the lowest performing store in the region.” 

 “What’s driving it is we have lower prices than Whole Foods, and in many cases we beat out Trader Joe’s on produce 

with price and quality. … I don’t think we are competing with Target or Costco or Walmart even though they are 

offering some ‘healthier’ items now.” 

 “We have a lot more customers coming in for weekly groceries now than a year ago.” 

 “Trends are produce and produce. That’s what we are best loved for. But we also have a large selection of vegan and 

vegetarian prepared meals in our frozen foods section, and we’ve expanded the vegan meats options.” 

 “We are currently running a 25%-off sale on select supplements.” 

 “Bulk sales do well, but they aren’t the game changer.” 

 “Good quality and low prices set us apart. Of course, organic is more 

expensive; so are some of the specialty items like vegan products. But we do 

our best to keep prices low as possible. I don’t think customers complain 

about pricing here too much.” 

 “We are getting ready to remodel the store. We’re adding a full-service 

meats and deli section, so you’ll be able to order right from a salesperson. 

We’re adding an olive bar, a salad bar, and we are also going to be 

expanding our produce section in order to start offering more items.” 

 “We are also raising the height of all of our vitamin, health and beauty items 

and other aisles in order to make room for more products.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I know for a fact, directly from customers, that they are coming here 

because Whole Foods is just too expensive for them, specifically on things 

like milk, eggs, produce.” 

 “I’m not aware of any of our customers leaving us for Whole Foods. They 

We have a lot more customers 

coming in for weekly groceries 

now than a year ago. I know for 

a fact, directly from customers, 

that they are coming here 

because Whole Foods is just 

too expensive for them, 

specifically on things like milk, 

eggs, produce. 

Sprouts assistant manager 

Los Angeles, USA 
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may shop both stores, which is fine. But I doubt they are going there and saying they’re getting better prices.” 

 “I don’t think Whole Foods has managed to move away from their reputation for being overpriced at all. I hear this 

from customers.” 

 “Whole Foods has a great image with younger consumers, but they also have a big image problem with some 

conservative and older consumers.” 

 “I don’t know anything about the 365 stores.” 

 “The scale issue is always a concern. We have to be very careful with that here. It’s not always a store’s fault. 

Sometimes SKUs are lost or incorrect, so it’s just a question of being on top of it. I don’t think that is going to hurt 

Whole Foods long term.” 

 

Observations: The lines were not particularly long, but three registers were open and the parking lot was relatively full on 

a Wednesday at 9 p.m. The bulk section was quiet, but produce and the deli sections seemed to be doing very brisk 

business. Blueshift’s reporter was approached three times by sales associates offering help. This did not happen at 

either of the two Whole Foods visited by this reporter. 

 

 

2) Natural Grocers produce manager in Kansas  

Sales are slipping only because other Natural Grocers stores have been opening up and drawing people away. But this 

store competes well with Whole Foods because of its prices, its all-organic produce, and its more basic array of products. 

The source said three Whole Foods stores are in the area. 

Competition 

 “We now have five stores in the metro region. Sales at this store were great in the beginning, but we are competing 

against ourselves as customers are going to stores closer to home. We are definitely making fewer sales than three 

years ago and probably less than a year ago.” 

 “We keep expanding so sales keep getting better overall for Natural Grocers.” 

 “Our manager gives us numbers and goals at this store, and we are meeting them. You have to push and create 

excitement.” 

 “Natural Grocers started out as store selling mostly vitamins. We keep adding food and other products and recently 

started selling produce—all of it organic. That is helping to drive business at the store, along with our prices.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I feel that people come to this store for a different reason than they do in going to Whole Foods. They have a lot of 

weird products there that require careful reading of labels. Here we don’t have a lot of that. People come here for the 

basic stuff, and if we don’t have it they go to Whole Foods.” 

 “We are competing now with Whole Foods on produce and we only offer organic, so people don’t have to be careful 

that they are buying the right thing. That has helped us compete with Whole Foods. We don’t make any profit on our 

produce. We have it because people want it.” 

 “Whole Foods still has high prices. Everything is cheaper at this store, other than dairy or meat but that is because 

our standards are so high. There are no artificial colors or flavors or GMOs, and the meat and dairy animals are 

pasture-raised. Our prices on other groceries are even cheaper than the organic and health food sections of regular 

stores.” 

 “I don’t think Whole Foods is losing its ‘whole paycheck’ image.” 

 “I was not aware of the Whole Foods controversy over false produce weights.” 

 

Observations: This store was around the corner from a Whole Foods that opened 13 years ago. Prices are noticeably 

cheaper than at Whole Foods. The store had its fliers near the front door and had window signs promoting the chain’s 

60th anniversary. Another big sign promoted the store’s nutrition consultant and a cooking demonstration kitchen. Only a 

few customers were in the store at 10 a.m. on a Wednesday. One loaded up on produce. 

 

 

3) Trader Joe’s manager in Connecticut 

https://www.naturalgrocers.com/
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Trader Joe’s customers still comment on the “whole paycheck” image of the Whole Foods store five minutes away. 

Although this store is much smaller and has a more limited range of options, the source believes its lower prices give it 

an edge in attracting some customers. 

Competition 

 “Business is fine. Without getting too much into specifics, I would say we are doing as well as last year.” 

 “I can’t comment on how we’re doing compared with expectations.” 

 “Gluten-free products are still a trend here.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “Whole Foods is a very different store; we have our own products and price points.” 

 “We do get a lot of customers who come in and say that Whole Foods is too expensive; the ‘whole paycheck’ idea is 

very much still present.” 

 “Whole Foods is definitely a competitor, but we are quite different, and I think people know what to expect when they 

come here and that we offer specialty products that are priced lower.” 

 

Observations: This Trader Joe’s was a third to half the size of the nearest Whole Foods. Its décor is much more rustic and 

plain-looking compared with Whole Foods. We noted 25 to 30 shoppers in the store at 7:30 p.m. on a Friday, with short 

waits in the checkout lines. 

 

 

 

5) Whole Foods Customers 
Only two of eight sources noted any significant changes to price, observing an increase in the number of items on promotion. 

Four sources said prices are the same, while the remaining two do not check prices enough to comment. No source expects 

shopping habits at Whole Foods to change because of the food weighing controversy, including the five who had not yet heard 

of the ordeal. Two sources lauded Whole Foods for its superior shopping experience while two others complained that the 

quality of its produce has declined. Two sources are spending less at Whole Foods and more at competitors, while two others 

said their spending at Whole Foods has increased. Seven sources did not know about the 365 store idea, and three do not 

expect to shop there. None expects the concept to curtail their shopping at Whole Foods. Competitors have increased their 

efforts in the natural/healthy/organic category and have pulled three sources away from Whole Foods. Kroger, Ralphs and 

Vons were mentioned in particular, along with mainstays Trader Joe’s and Sprouts. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Price Changes 

- Only 2 of 8 noted any significant changes to price, observing an increase in the amount of items on promotion. 

- 4 said prices are the same. 

- 2 said they do not check prices enough to comment. 

- None of the sources noted any change in product mix. 

- 5 had not heard about the food weight overcharging. 

- 3 were aware of the controversy. 

- None expects it to affect their shopping at Whole Foods. 

- 1 said the shopping experience has improved and another said Whole Foods has the best shopping experience 

among competitors. 

- 1 said prices on produce are markedly higher than competitors and quality has decreased. 

- 1 said quality of produce has declined. 

Whole Foods’ Business 

- 2 are spending less at Whole Foods but still shopping there with the same frequency. 

o 1 is spending 10% to 15% less at Whole Foods, with that money going to Kroger. 

o 1 is spending nearly 50% less, going to a competitor with closer proximity. 

- 1 is shopping less frequently but spending $10 to $15 more per visit. 

- 1 is shopping more often and spending more at Whole Foods. 

- 4 have seen their shopping and spending at Whole Foods stay the same as a year ago. 
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- 7 have not heard about the 365 stores. 

o 3 do not expect to shop there. 

o 1 will. 

o 1 might. 

- 1 knows of 365 and will shop there. 

- None of the sources expects 365 to cut into their Whole Foods purchases. 

Competition 

- 1 said organics at Kroger have improved and the company has made tremendous strides in this area. 

- 1 said Whole Foods no longer owns the category and that grocers Ralphs and Vons are expanding their offerings. 

- 1 would shop more at Sprouts if it was closer. 

- 3 choose their main grocery store based on convenience and proximity. 

 

 

1) Georgia woman in her 30s 

This source is spending 10% to 15% less at Whole Foods compared with a year ago, with that money going to Kroger 

because it has improved its organic section and charges less for similar items. She has not seen any pricing changes at 

Whole Foods. 

Price Changes 

 “Prices here are the same. I haven’t seen any increase or decrease in the items I purchase.” 

 “I haven’t seen any change in certain products or categories.” 

 “In the produce section, I see more local produce and nonorganic products. I don’t buy it because I only buy organic, 

but those prices are normal prices.” 

 “I haven’t heard anything about the New York investigation.” 

 “The layout of the produce department has changed a couple times. Where they put the nuts and seeds has 

changed. Their product lineup has changed. The hot bar has changed. The process of moving the customer through 

the store, customer experience, and product offering has improved.” 

 “I really get upset with people calling Whole Foods ‘whole paycheck.’ To me, 

Whole Foods charges what real food is worth.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “The frequency of my shopping here is the same as it has been. I’m in here 

as often, I’m just not buying as much.” 

 “I’m spending 10% to 15% less than last year. That money is going to 

Kroger.” 

 “Kroger is coming after Whole Foods. Their organic section has risen. They 

are a lot cheaper than Whole Foods. A jar of organic peanut butter at Kroger 

is $4 cheaper than here.” 

 “I’d say 70% of my food comes from Whole Foods. They offer pasture-raised 

meats and eggs.” 

 “I heard something about the 365 store on NPR. I would shop there.” 

 “I would still come to Whole Foods because I doubt the 365 market would 

have my pasture-fed meats, seafood and eggs.” 

Competition 

 “I shop at Kroger for my regular groceries. Some of the reason I shop there 

is the lower prices. Their organic and healthy food selections are getting better and better by the day.” 

 “Every week I am in there they have something new. They are committed to organic chicken. They are also putting 

organic in the aisle with the regular foods.” 

 “I’d say I’m shopping at least 30% more at Kroger now compared with last year.” 

 “Shopping at Kroger isn’t causing me to shop less at Whole Foods. I’m just spending less. Sometimes with the 

money I’ve saved at Kroger, I will buy luxury items at Whole Foods.” 

 

 

I’m spending 10% to 15% less 

than last year. That money is 

going to Kroger. Kroger is 

coming after Whole Foods. 

Their organic section has risen. 

They are a lot cheaper than 

Whole Foods. A jar of organic 

peanut butter at Kroger is $4 

cheaper than here. 

Georgia woman in her 30s 

http://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2015/05/08/405125477/whole-foods-to-open-chain-of-lower-priced-stores
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2) Georgia man in his 40s 

This source is spending nearly 50% less at Whole Foods than a year ago because an independent natural grocer opened 

up closer to him and has lower prices. He has not noticed any dramatic change in price at Whole Foods except an 

increase in the price of bottled water. 

Price Changes 

 “I don’t pay attention to prices at Whole Foods. More important to me is the ingredients of what I’m buying. I know it 

will cost a premium price, but that is not my main concern.” 

 “Prices aren’t really changing. If there was a drastic change, I would notice.” 

 “I buy 365 water by the case. I’ve seen a slight price increase—around $1 per case.” 

 “I haven’t seen any change in product mix.” 

 “The New York investigation isn’t having any impact on my shopping at Whole Foods. We as a consumer have to trust 

that the company is going to charge what they need to be profitable.” 

 “If I buy a bulk product, then I will make sure the price on the sticker as advertised is what I’m being charged.” 

 “I’m a single man and I eat at the hot bar frequently. The only process change I’ve seen is that they make every food 

item spicy. I’d say Whole Foods is doing what they want in that area as opposed to what the customer wants.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I shop here three to six times a week.” 

 “My frequency is the same. I have health issues. My nutritionist told me about Whole Foods, and it has become my 

best friend for the past four years.” 

 “My spending has changed since last year. I used to spend 100% at Whole Foods, but now it has lowered to 60% to 

65%.” 

 “Now that I am familiar with what I can eat [for my health condition] and what Whole Foods carries, I now seek out 

smaller mom-and-pop stores.” 

 “Now that Goodness Grocery is closer, I go there.” 

 “My spending at Whole Foods is decreasing because of the proximity of Goodness Grocery. However, when I go out 

of town, I seek out Whole Foods.” 

 “I haven’t heard of the 365 store concept.” 

Competition 

 “I shop at Goodness Grocery because of their proximity. I don’t shop at Kroger or Publix except to buy toiletries.” 

 “My shopping there has increased over the last year. Since they are a smaller independent store, they specialize in 

terms of answering particular requests from customers. Only difference is the volume of brands and different items 

in the store. For the most part they have what I need.” 

 “They have a hot bar, snacks and medicine same as Whole Foods but at a lower price.” 

 

 

3) Los Angeles woman in her 30s 

Whole Foods is too expensive for this source to use for weekly shopping, and she is not surprised by the weighing issue. 

Prices are higher than they were a year ago for the products she likes to buy at Whole Foods, and she would consider 

going to Sprouts for these and other groceries if one was closer to her. She spends $10 to $15 more each trip she makes 

to Whole Foods, which has dropped from four to five times a month to two to three times. The 365 store concept does 

not appeal to her. Also, she has not noticed any process changes at the registers or throughout the stores. 

Price Changes 

 “Prices are going up. I generally come to this Whole Foods for some bulk items, like wheat and quinoa and body care 

products. They have the shampoo, toothpaste and the body lotion I like.” 

 “I won’t buy produce here anymore because the prices are higher than what I’m seeing for organics at the regular 

grocery stores for the same thing.” 

 “I also think the quality of the produce has gone down.” 

 “I’ve noticed there are a lot of sale signs all over the store. There are a lot of 25%-off tags on things, but I don’t know 

if those are necessarily for items I’d generally buy.” 

http://www.goodnessgrocery.com/
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 “I feel like those are there to trick you into thinking you’ve got savings options, but really if you price some things out, 

like meat and compare it to regular prices on the same meats at another grocery store, they are the same. So if you 

come for the sales, you still end up paying higher prices for other things.” 

 “I have not heard about the weighing controversy, but it doesn’t surprise me.” 

 “I’m always super aware at the register, but not just Whole Foods. I check everything at every store I go to.” 

 “I know they overcharge. I also will comparison-shop a lot at Whole Foods and research to see if I can get something 

cheaper at another store.” 

 “I haven’t noticed anything different in terms of the store’s checkout procedure. I know they have been remodeling 

some stores, but that’s about it.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I’m shopping at Whole Foods less and less. It used to be four to five times a month, now it’s more like two or three 

times a month.” 

 “The prices are just too high. And I stay away more because I’m not happy about their reputation for becoming a 

company that’s just like a supermarket. Whole Foods is nothing like it was when they first opened. They were 

stepping into a new arena and everyone caught on and loved it, so they went crazy with trying to be all kinds of things 

they don’t need to be.” 

 “I don’t buy yoga pants here. I won’t go to the wine bar, and I certainly don’t see myself buying the clothing or 

albums. I’m not sure I’ve ever seen anyone buying those things in Whole 

Foods, so I’m not sure why they keep the sections open.” 

 “I’m definitely spending more. Prices are higher. I’d say I’m spending 

anywhere between $10 and $15 more each time I come in.” 

 “I haven’t heard about the 365 stores, but I wouldn’t shop there. I think the 

365 items are subquality. They claim to be organic, but I’ve read the 

ingredients on lots of those things and many of them are not organic.” 

Competition 

 “I shop at Trader Joe’s and sometimes Sprouts and a health food store I like 

in Venice. I also shop at the farmers markets for most of my weekly 

produce.” 

 “I think I’d shop at Sprouts more often if there were more of them around 

me, but the closest one to me is about 30 minutes away. They have the 

same lotion and shampoo I like and it tends to be slightly cheaper than 

Whole Foods.” 

 “Trader Joe’s has things I have been buying there for years, like the prepared salads for lunch for work, canned 

goods, snacks and meats. I wouldn’t give them better grades for quality over Whole Foods, but they make it easy to 

pick up things that you can eat right away or at least cook quickly. They also have a decent cheese selection.” 

 “I’m not opposed to shopping at Target either for some groceries, like cereal and canned goods. Every time I’m in a 

Target for cleaning supplies or other things, I’ll end up leaving with something out of the grocery section.” 

 

 

4) Man in his 70s in Missouri 

This man has not changed his shopping frequency or spending at Whole Foods in the past year and is not concerned 

about the scale issue. 

Price Changes 

 “If the prices have gone down, I am not aware of it.” 

 “It looks to me that they have all the same groceries they have always had.” 

 “I was unaware of the investigation in New York on faulty scales. It would not have a bearing on my shopping at 

Whole Foods.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “There has not been any change in my shopping frequency at Whole Foods. I come here about twice a week.” 

 “My spending is about the same as a year ago.” 

 “I had not heard about the 365 stores. I would not go there. I might as well just get it at the Whole Foods store.” 

Competition 

Prices are going up. I won’t buy 

produce here anymore because 

the prices are higher than what 

I’m seeing for organics at the 

regular grocery stores for the 

same thing. I also think the 

quality of the produce has gone 

down. 

Los Angeles woman in her 30s 
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 “I’ll go to Price Chopper or Hy-Vee for groceries, if I don’t go here.” 

 “For organic, I occasionally will go to Trader Joe’s if there is something else I want there. But Whole Foods is the main 

store for me.” 

 

 

5) Woman in her 40s in Los Angeles 

This source shops at Whole Foods about three to four times a month, primarily for vegan items and some produce. She 

has noticed more red-tag sales on some items, which generally brings the prices down to what she usually pays at 

Sprouts and Trader Joe’s. The shopping experience is key to Whole Foods’ success despite its issues with overcharging 

on weighed items and with higher prices overall. She has noticed quality slipping on some produce. She does buy the 

365 brand products and probably would shop the 365 stores if one were near her. She is not a fan of conventional 

grocery stores, but uses them in a pinch and has noticed more of them pushing organics and special-diet items. 

Consumers today are not as bothered by having to use two or three sources for their food and personal care items. 

Price Changes 

 “I’ve definitely seen a lot more red-tag sales on items, like canned goods, frozen products and bulk items. I don’t feel 

anxious at the register as much as I did five years ago when I first came in the store.” 

 “I haven’t heard about the [food weighing] issue, but it doesn’t surprise me. I am very vigilant at the register at every 

store I shop at when there are items to be weighed. I don’t trust anyone. It’s not just Whole Foods. I also shop at 

Sprouts and sometimes Fresh & Easy.” 

 “Whole Foods beats everyone on customer service and atmosphere, even Trader Joe’s. They have great big parking 

lots usually, so getting in and out is easy. They have staff that appear genuinely happy to be working for the company 

and that translates into a positive experience.” 

 “Although I think Sprouts and definitely Trader Joe’s are a bit cheaper on many things, somehow Whole Foods makes 

the shopping experience seem like it has real social value and that’s easy to hook into.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I noticed that the quality of the produce seems to have gone down. I only shop here a few times a month and I don’t 

ever do my entire weekly shopping here, but I have seen more and more produce looking pretty beat up, both the 

organics and the other produce.” 

 “The thing about Whole Foods produce is you’re supposed to be getting the very best. That’s what they were 

originally known for, that and bulk buying. Now, it’s starting to feel more and more like a Vons or a Ralphs, with 

produce pricing getting higher while the quality dips.” 

 “They bundle fruit in packaging to go that costs a fortune. I’d never buy that. I buy the whole fruit and cut it myself.” 

 “I have seen some deals on things like berries over summer, with blueberries for $5 instead of like $8. So here and 

there they are cutting prices, but overall it’s still higher than Trader Joe’s although not necessarily higher than a 

Sprouts or a farmers market.” 

 “The 365 brand is good. I buy it when I can, but not everything I want comes 

in a 365 option, like the vegan meats or the frozen vegan dinners I come for. 

It’s mostly canned organic beans and sauces or the pastas.” 

 “I have not heard about the [365 store concept]. If they did open one, I’d 

probably go there because I do buy a lot of the 365 products now.” 

 “I’d only go back to Whole Foods or another store if I needed something they 

didn’t have, which is the case now. I shop Trader Joe’s, Sprouts, Whole 

Foods and farmers markets. It all depends on what I need, what it’s for and 

when I need it.” 

Competition 

 “When I was a kid, my mother and many of the moms shopped at one 

grocery store every Saturday morning. They bought groceries for a week and 

that was that. … Today, it’s not that unusual for people to get different things 

at different stores at different times during one week, and not eliminate one 

over the other.” 

 “I will say though that the major grocery chains have not been a popular stop 

for me for about five years. I use them in a pinch. I hate being rushed 

I noticed that the quality of the 

produce seems to have gone 

down. The thing about Whole 

Foods produce is you’re 

supposed to be getting the very 

best. That’s what they were 

originally known for, that and 

bulk buying. Now, it’s starting 

to feel more and more like a 

Vons or a Ralphs, with produce 

pricing getting higher while the 

quality dips. 

Woman in her 40s in Los Angeles 

http://www.pricechopper.com/
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through the lines, the loud speakers, the crowds, and I also don’t like the corporate atmosphere.” 

 “I never bought into the [Values Matters] campaign. It’s been done before, and I think a lot of people saw it as a 

smoke screen for being way too expensive for most average wage earners.” 

 “Whole Foods makes it feel like you are doing good and having an experience with your food while you’re shopping 

and paying for it. The grocery stores haven’t been able to offer that. Trader Joe’s and Sprouts do to a large extent, 

but that’s what Whole Foods has over them all.” 

 “Organics are important to me if I’m buying produce, and I don’t rely on Whole Foods for all my produce. It comes 

from a mix of places, and I buy it three to four times a week so it’s fresh.” 

 “Whole Foods makes it possible to make better decisions about what you buy, and they do it well. They know what 

appeals to us moms out there and what we are facing in terms of time crunches, so they have all the ingredients for 

quick, healthy meals, like vegan meat loaf in the deli, and whole-grain bakery items and healthy options for snacks. 

But they don’t have this wrapped up as an exclusive. Other stores, even Ralphs and Vons, are on to this.” 

 “[Ralphs, Vons and the like] have organic signage, and they also have been expanding their gluten-free and vegan 

sections. That’s why sometimes in a pinch I can use them for filling the gaps. I’m seeing more and more items I like 

to buy but previously couldn’t find there.” 

 

 

6) Woman in her 30s in Kansas 

This woman is loyal to Whole Foods because of its product variety and deli. She has increased her shopping at Whole 

Foods as she becomes more health-conscious, but also shops at nearby stores, including Natural Grocers and Sprouts. 

Price Changes 

 “I have not noticed any decline in prices at Whole Foods.” 

 “The product mix at the store looks about the same as it has in the past.” 

 “I had not heard about the New York investigation on false weights of produce. It would not have mattered in my 

decision to shop at Whole Foods if has been corrected.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I shop more at Whole Foods than I did a year ago. I have become more health-conscious and want most of my stuff 

to be organic and non-GMO.” 

 “Since I shop more at Whole Foods, I spend more.” 

 “One thing I like about Whole Foods is that if it is lunchtime and I am hungry, they now make sandwiches. They have 

an eating area that most other health food stores do not.” 

 “I am familiar with the 365 food products but wasn’t aware that 365 stores are being planned. I would probably go to 

one if we had it. But I would still go to Whole Foods for all the other things they offer.” 

Competition 

 “For regular groceries, I go to Hy-Vee because of the prices and selection.” 

 “I like Natural Grocers because they focus more strictly on organic whereas Whole Foods crosses back and forth. If 

there is something I need, I can get in and out quickly. I also go to Sprouts sometimes for its fruit.” 

 “I still go to Whole Foods more than any other health food store because of the variety and it covers more things that 

I have on my shopping list. I don’t see any change in their health and organic section.” 

 

 

7) Man in his 50s in Connecticut 

This source has not checked prices or watched trends at his local store. He shops at a variety of stores for specific items, 

choosing Whole Foods for bulk spices and some produce. He was unsurprised by the pricing scandal, but said it has not 

affected his shopping habits. 

Price Changes 

 “I haven’t been looking carefully at prices or products.” 

 “I heard about the New York investigation. Nobody likes the CEO of Whole Foods. But it hasn’t changed anything 

when I shop here.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 
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 “I come here every week or two, and that has not really changed.” 

 “I spend about the same amount when I come here.” 

 “I had not heard about the 365 store. I probably would not shop there. But I buy the 365 products; they’re the same 

as anything else here.” 

Competition 

 “I buy most of my groceries at the Stop & Shop near my home. It’s more convenient and lower priced. I also go to 

Trader Joe’s for certain things.” 

 “The Stop & Shop has a decent natural food selection.” 

 “I come to Whole Foods mainly because they’re the only place where I can buy bulk spices. I also like their produce.” 

 

 

8) Woman in her 60s in Connecticut 

This occasional Whole Foods customer does not pay much attention to price trends, and she comes to Whole Foods for 

specific items. She will, however, choose a lower-priced version of comparable items. The New York investigation has not 

affected her shopping habits or influenced her perception of this Whole Foods store. She also goes to a traditional 

grocery store because of convenience. She had not heard of the 365 store concept but thought she might try it, though 

she would not stop coming to Whole Foods. 

Price Changes 

 “I don’t really check prices regularly.” 

 “I haven’t noticed any major changes in the product mix, but I don’t really pay close attention.” 

 “I heard about the New York investigation, but it doesn’t affect how I buy.” 

 “I do usually buy whatever item is lower price, as long as they have comparable ingredients. So, for example, I’m 

looking at [365 brand] condensed milk and comparing it with this brand I usually get. If they’re the same, I’ll buy the 

cheaper [365] brand.” 

Whole Foods’ Business 

 “I shop at Whole Foods once or twice a month, when I’m in the area or want something specific. I live in a town about 

30 minutes away, so I don’t come often. That’s about the same as it was last year.” 

 “I spend about the same amount as I did last year.” 

 “I hadn’t heard about the 365 store. I might shop there if it was convenient, but there are specific items I like here, 

like the fresh produce, especially the kale and sprouts.” 

Competition 

 “I usually shop at Big Y in my town because it’s close to where I live. I also shop at Trader Joe’s when I’m in this 

area.” 

 “There are specific items I buy at Whole Foods. The produce is very high quality. But it’s not important enough to go 

so far out of my way regularly.” 

 “I enjoy shopping here, and the staff are wonderful. I don’t think I would stop coming here, and I would shop here 

much more often if it was closer to me.” 

 

 

 

6) Whole Foods Customer Survey 
Blueshift Research’s poll of 164 U.S. respondents who have shopped at Whole Foods in the last month found a decline in 

their visits to the store and in the company’s popularity compared with our December survey. Location/convenience and price 

have become more important in choosing where to shop than in December, while quality has declined as a priority. 

Customers are spending less per trip at Whole Foods than in December, while spending less at Whole Foods overall 

compared with a year ago. They also are increasing their visits to competitors year to year. The No. 1 reason to go to Whole 

Foods (availability of healthy/organic products) is declining in importance. Price remains the top reason to choose 

competitors over Whole Foods. Trader Joe’s, The Fresh Market and Sprouts are increasingly viewed as competitors to Whole 

Foods. Respondents noted higher prices at Whole Foods in the last six months. Slightly more respondents said they were 

unaffected by the weighing scandal than those who said they were less likely to shop at Whole Foods as a result of the issue. 

Only one-third of respondents had heard of the 365 store concept, and just as many were very or extremely likely to shop 

http://www.bigy.com/
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there as those who were not at all likely to do so. 365 stores are slightly more likely to take customers away from Whole 

Foods than from competitors. 

 

 

Q1. Local/regional grocery stores, Whole Foods, Trader Joe’s and Costco are the four most common destinations for grocery 

shopping. 

 Local/regional grocery stores were chosen by 67.1% of respondents. 

 Whole Foods was chosen by 61% of respondents. 

o 18- to 29-year-olds represent the most common shoppers at Whole Foods. 

 Trader Joe’s was chosen by 50.6% of respondents. 

o Those over 60 years are the most common shoppers at Trader Joe’s. 

 Costco was chosen by 36.6% of respondents. 

o 30- to 44-year-olds comprised the most common age group to shop at Costco. 

 

Q1. Walmart, Wegmans, Publix, Dollar Tree Inc. (DLTR) and Family Dollar Stores Inc. (FDO) increased in popularity the most 

compared with Blueshift’s December survey, while Trader Joe’s, Whole Foods, and Kroger declined the most. 

 Walmart saw a 6.2 percentage-point increase from December. 

 Wegmans saw a 5.9 percentage-point increase from December. 

 Publix saw a 4.8 percentage-point increase from December. 

 Dollar Tree saw a 4.6 percentage-point increase. 

 Family Dollar saw a 3.4 percentage-point increase. 

 Trader Joe’s experienced an 11.2 percentage-point decrease from December. 

 Whole Foods had a 7.6 percentage-point decrease. 

 Kroger was down 4.1 percentage points. 

 

Q2. Respondents by far most frequently shop for groceries at local/regional grocery stores. Whole Foods is a clear second, 

followed by Walmart and Kroger. 

 Respondents most frequently shop at local/regional grocery stores (36.6%) for groceries. 

 Whole Foods (13%) was the next most frequented store. 

o 30- to 44-year-olds shop at Whole Foods more frequently than other age groups. 

 Walmart (6.2%) was tied for third. 

o 45- to 59-year-olds shop at Walmart more frequently than other age groups. 

o Women were 50% more likely than men to frequently shop at Whole Foods. 

 Kroger (6.2%) was also tied for third. 

o Respondents above the age of 60 shop at Kroger more frequently than other age groups. 

o Men were twice as likely as women to frequently shop at Kroger. 

 

Q2. Whole Foods, Kroger and Trader Joe’s saw a decrease in frequency compared with December, while local/regional 

grocery stores, Publix, Safeway and Aldi saw an increase during that period. 

 Local/regional grocery stores saw a 3.4 percentage-point increase from December. 

 Publix saw a 2.6 percentage-point increase. 

 Safeway and Aldi saw a 1.5 percentage-point increase. 

 Trader Joe’s saw a 5.6 percentage-point decrease. 

 Kroger had a 2.7 percentage-point decrease. 

 Whole Foods had a 0.9 percentage-point decrease. 

 

Q3. Location/convenience, quality and price are the most important factors for respondents when shopping for 

food/groceries. Location/convenience and price have become more important since December. Price is a more important 

factor for younger respondents, whereas older respondents place more emphasis on quality. 

 Location/convenience (29.7%) is the most important factor when shopping for food/groceries, a 3.3 percentage-

point increase from December. 

 Quality (22.8%) is second, but experienced a 2.6 percentage-point decrease. 

 Price (21.5%) is third, with a 4.6 percentage-point increase. 

http://www.dollartree.com/
http://www.familydollar.com/
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 Women place four times the amount of emphasis on the availability of healthy/organic/allergy-specific foods than 

their male counterparts. (Q3, filtered by gender) 

 

Q3. Whole Foods’ strength is its availability of healthy/organic/allergy-specific foods and quality, Walmart’s attraction is its 

low prices, and Kroger’s quality brings in shoppers. 

 Respondents shop at Whole Foods for its availability of healthy/organic/allergy-specific foods and its quality over all 

other factors. (Q3, filtered by Q2) 

 Respondents shop at Walmart for its price above all other factors. 

 Respondents shop at Kroger for its quality above all other factors. 

 

Q4. Respondents are more commonly shopping once a week or once a month at Whole Foods, but are pulling back on 

shopping there a few times a week and a few times a month. 

 Shopping at Whole Foods a few times a week decreased 3.8 percentage points. 

 Shopping at Whole Foods once a week increased 3.3 percentage points. 

 Shopping at Whole Foods a few times a month decreased 5.2 percentage points. 

 Shopping at Whole Foods once a month increased 12.9 percentage points. 

 

Q5. More respondents are increasing rather than decreasing their shopping at Whole Foods year to year, but both groups 

have declined since December. 

 27.2% are shopping at Whole Foods more year to year, a 0.5 percentage-point decrease compared with December. 

 16.5% are shopping at Whole Foods less year to year, a 2.4 percentage-point decrease compared with December. 

 56.3% are shopping the same amount at Whole Foods year to year, a 2.8 percentage-point increase compared with 

December. 

 

Q6. More respondents are spending less money ($50 or less) per trip to Whole Foods than in December. 

 58.3% spend $50 or less on average each trip, which is 2.1 percentage points higher than December. 

 

Q7. Spending at Whole Foods has decreased year to year. Those spending less is a growing category compared with 

December, and is being driven by the youngest demographic. Those spending more or the same is a shrinking category. 

 19.2% are spending less at Whole Foods year to year, a 4.7 percentage-point increase compared with December. 

o Three-fourth of respondents who are frequenting Whole Foods less often year to year also are decreasing 

their spending at Whole Foods. (Q7, filtered by Q5) 

o More 18- to 29-year-olds are spending less at Whole Foods than a year ago than those in the same age 

group spending more. (Q7, filtered by age) 

 26.2% are spending more at Whole Foods year to year, a 0.2 percentage-point decrease compared with December. 

o Two-thirds of respondents who are frequenting Whole Foods more often than a year ago also are increasing 

their spending at Whole Foods. (Q7, filtered by Q5) 

o 29% of women are increasing their spending at Whole Foods, compared with 22% of men doing the same. 

(Q7, filtered by gender) 

 54.5% are spending the same amount at Whole Foods year to year, a 4.2 percentage-point decrease compared with 

December. 

 

Q8. Respondents are shopping more often at competitors compared with a year ago. There are twice as many who said they 

are shopping more at competitors than those who said they are shopping less at competitors. 

 27.8% are shopping at competitors more than last year. 

o 12.3% were shopping competitors slightly more. 

o 5.8% shopping competitors moderately more. 

o 9.7% shopping competitors much more. 

 12.3% are shopping at competitors less than last year. 

o 8.4% shopping competitors slightly less. 

o 2.6% shopping competitors moderately less. 

o 1.3% shopping competitors much less. 
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Q9. Whole Foods is no longer the only game in town for healthy, natural, and organic options. Its calling card of offering 

healthy/organic/allergy-specific foods is still its biggest draw, but this reason has declined in value compared with December. 

Quality also is a diminishing reason for shoppers to choose Whole Foods, though variety/selection is increasing in value. 

 35.7% choose Whole Foods because of the availability of healthy/organic/allergy-specific foods, a 9.8 percentage-

point decrease from December. 

 Quality (19.5%) saw a 1.5 percentage-point decrease. 

 Variety and selection (21.4%) saw a 4.4 percentage-point increase. 

 

Q10. Whole Foods’ primary value of availability of healthy/organic/allergy-specific foods is declining as the reason to choose 

it over competitors. The company is gaining traction with location and convenience as a reason to choose it over competitors. 

 Respondents shop at Whole Foods over competitors based on the availability of healthy/organic/allergy-specific 

foods (26.6%), a 6.9 percentage-point decrease compared with December. 

 Respondents shop at Whole Foods over competitors based on location/convenience (20.8%), a 10.3 percentage-

point increase. 

 

Q11. Price is still the most compelling reason shoppers choose competitors over Whole Foods, followed by location and 

convenience. 

 Respondents shop at competitors over Whole Foods because of price (44.8%), a 0.8 percentage-point decrease from 

December. 

 Respondents also choose location/convenience (37%) as a key determinant, a 7 percentage-point increase. 

 

Q12. Trader Joe’s is far and away viewed as the biggest competitor to Whole Foods. Others include local/regional grocery 

stores, though less so than in December. The Fresh Market and Sprouts have gained in stature as competitors. 

 Trader Joe’s (41.6%) is Whole Foods’ No. 1 competitor, a 3.1 percentage-point increase from December. (Q12) 

o More than other age groups, 18- to 29-year-olds find Trader Joe’s and Walmart to be competitors to Whole 

Foods. (Q12, filtered by age) 

 Local/regional grocery stores (16.2%) are second, a 3.3 percentage-point decrease. 

 The Fresh Market (10.4%) is third, a 3.9 percentage-point increase. 

o Older respondents are more likely than their younger counterparts to name The Fresh Market and 

local/regional stores as competitors to Whole Foods. (Q12, filtered by age) 

 Sprouts (9.1%) is fourth, a 3.6 percentage-point increase. 

 

Q13. Most respondents have seen prices at Whole Foods increase in the last six months. 

 42.8% have seen Whole Foods prices increase to some degree in the last six months. 

o 31.8% said prices increased slightly. 

o 5.8% said prices increased moderately. 

o 5.2% said prices increased significantly. 

 3.8% have seen prices decrease to some degree. 

o 3.2% said prices decreased slightly. 

o 0.6% said prices decreased moderately. 

 

Q14. Slightly more people were unaffected by the New York investigation into Whole Foods than those who said they would 

shop less at Whole Foods as a result of the scandal. 

 42.5% said the weighing scandal did not affect their likelihood of shopping at Whole Foods. 

 41.9% are less likely to shop at Whole Foods because of overcharging customers for weighed food. 

o 21.6% are slightly less likely to shop at Whole Foods as a result. 

o 8.5% are moderately less likely to shop at Whole Foods as a result. 

o 11.8% are much less likely to shop at Whole Foods as a result. 

 14.4% had not heard about the New York investigation. 

 

Q15 and Q16. Only one-third of respondents had heard about Whole Foods’ 365 stores. Nearly 20% are very or extremely 

likely to shop at the new stores, and almost the same percentage is not at all likely to shop at them. 

 34% have heard of about Whole Foods’ 365 stores. 

o 45- to 59-year-olds are the least informed about the new stores. (Q15, filtered by age) 
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 19% are either very or extremely likely to shop at 365 stores. 

o 18- to 44-year-olds are the most very or extremely likely to shop at 365 stores. (Q16, filtered by age) 

o Women are twice as very or extremely likely to shop at 365 stores than their male counterparts. (Q16, 

filtered by gender) 

 18.3% are not at all likely to shop at 365 stores. 

 27.5% are slightly likely to shop at 365 stores. 

 35.3% are moderately likely to shop at 365 stores. 

 

Q17 and Q18. Respondents are slightly more likely to stop shopping at Whole Foods than its competitors when the new 365 

stores open. 

 13.8% are very or extremely likely to shop at 365 stores instead of Whole Foods. 

o 18- to 44-year-olds are the most very or extremely likely to shop at 365 stores instead of Whole Foods. 

(Q17, filtered by age) 

 13.1% are very or extremely likely to shop at 365 stores instead of another grocery store. 

 

Q17 and Q18. Respondents are less likely to choose 365 stores over competitors than they are to choose 365 over Whole 

Foods. 

 22.2% are not at all likely to shop at 365 stores instead of Whole Foods. 

 29.4% are not at all likely to shop at 365 stores instead of another grocery store. 

 

Q19–Q22. Most respondents are older than 60 or 30 to 44 years old, female, with household incomes of $75,000 to 

$99,999 or above $200,000, and live in the South Atlantic, Pacific, New England or mid-Atlantic regions. 

 Most respondents are either above 60 (34%) or between 30 and 44 years old (28.1%). 

 Respondents comprise 58.2% women and 41.8% men. 

 Respondents’ household incomes center around $75,000 to $99,999 or more than $200,000, with only 5.2% of 

respondents making $24,999 or less. 

 The top four regions for our respondents are the South Atlantic (19.6%), the Pacific (17.6%), New England (15.7%), 

and the mid-Atlantic (15.7%). 

 

1. Where do you shop for your groceries? 

 
 

 

2. Which store do you frequent most often for your grocery shopping? 
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3. What is most important to you when choosing where to shop for food/groceries? 

 
 

 

4. How often do you shop at Whole Foods? 
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5. How does your frequency of shopping at Whole Foods compare with a year ago? 

 
 

 

6. How much do you spend on average for each trip to Whole Foods? 
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7. How does the average amount you spend per trip to Whole Foods compare with a year ago? 

 
 

 

8. Are you shopping at Whole Foods’ competitors more, less or the same as a year ago? 

 
 

 

9. Why do you shop at Whole Foods? 
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10. Why do you choose to shop at Whole Foods over competitors? 

 
 

 

11. Why do you choose to shop at competitors over Whole Foods? 
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12. Who do you think is Whole Foods’ biggest competitor? 

 
 

 

13. How have you seen prices change at Whole Foods in the last six months? 
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14. What effect did the exposure of Whole Foods overcharging customers for weighed food have on you? 

 
 

 

15. Have you heard about Whole Foods’ new 365 store with lower prices but less variety? 
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16. How likely are you to shop at Whole Foods’ new 365 store? 

 
 

 

17. How likely are you to shop at Whole Foods’ new 365 store instead of Whole Foods? 
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18. How likely are you to shop at Whole Foods’ new 365 stores instead of other grocery stores? 

 
 

 

19. Age 
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20. Gender 

 
 

 

21. How much total combined money did all members of your HOUSEHOLD earn last year? 
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22. U.S. region 

 
 

 

Secondary Sources 

The following nine secondary sources discussed Whole Foods Market’s competitors, sales and pricing, and customer reviews. 

 

 

Competitors 
Kroger is beating both Walmart and Whole Foods in the organic food race. The grocer also began a billboard marketing 

campaign promoting its locally sourced products. German grocer Aldi is expanding in the West Coast, and its main domestic 

competitor, Lidl, is planning a U.S. expansion before the end of 2018. Haggen already has laid off employees after expanding 

in California in early 2015. 

 

http://www.aldi.com/
http://www.lidl-info.com/cps/rde/xchg/country_selection
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Aug. 17 Bizjournals.com article 

Kroger is gaining share among organic supermarkets. It has undercut Whole Foods in pricing and offers higher-quality 

selections than Walmart at comparable price levels. 

 “Eric Rosenbaum, a financial writer and editor for CNBC asked, ‘What do you get when you cross Whole Foods and 

Wal-Mart?’ Answer: Kroger. Rosenbaum wrote that Wal-Mart and Whole Foods have been ‘crushed’ so far this year.” 

 “Kroger is beating up on its rivals by targeting the middle class and getting the best of both worlds. Kroger now offers 

a huge array of organic foods at better prices than Whole Foods, and it’s kept its prices relatively competitive with 

Wal-Mart while offering higher quality products.” 

 “Kroger also gains because it’s so big—it’s the nation’s largest operator of traditional supermarkets—and it has a 

better business model than many peers.” 

 

Aug. 2 WCPO.com article 

Kroger launched a billboard campaign in the Cincinnati market to advertise its focus on sourcing local products. 

 “‘Local’ is the big word in produce today, with many grocers such as Cincinnati-based Kroger highlighting the 

(relatively) short distances its products travel from farm to point of sale.” 

 “Bypassing the long-shipment food distribution networks—with apples grown in Chile, strawberries from Mexico, 

etc.—and buying food that has traveled less, been stored less (ideally) has become a mainstream value for 

consumers and the stores and restaurants that serve them.” 

 “In Cincinnati, there are a growing number of farmers’ markets on one end of the ‘local’ spectrum; on the other, you 

have Walmart, which now estimates about 10 percent of its produce is grown within a few hours of the store where it 

is sold (which does not mean that the food is organic or grown on a small farm). 

 “Into this mix, Kroger is shouting out a big, ‘Us too!’ with its ‘Discover Local‘ billboards, which you may have seen if 

you’ve been driving Interstates 71 and 75 or other freeways in the area recently. The billboard campaign launched 

July 20.” 

 “The store long has had organics sections in its produce departments. But marketing along the lines of ‘local,’ which 

are not necessarily organic, has been less visible until the billboards. The ads show fields of greens, though ‘local’ 

includes meats and packaged food items. 

 

Aug. 6 Bloomberg.com article 

Aldi is increasing its organic selection and overall quality as it expands to the West Coast. The company plans to increase 

its U.S. store count from 1,400 to 2,000 by the end of 2018. Aldi undercut most other grocers in pricing, including 

Walmart. Another large low-cost German grocer, Lidl, is planning to make its debut in the United States and may be the 

catalyst for Aldi’s expansion. 

 “After decades of expansion in Europe, Aldi followed the same strategy in the U.S., where it gets about $8 billion in 

annual sales and is growing from 15 percent to 20 percent a year, estimates Jim Hertel, managing partner at food-

retail consultant Willard Bishop. Now the low-end discounter is working to also make itself more attractive to a 

different consumer: the type that shops at Trader Joe’s.” 

 “Aldi U.S. Chief Executive Officer Jason Hart has seen American shoppers become more concerned about the content 

and quality of the foods they eat. So his chain recently added organic quinoa and coconut oil, chia seeds, and grass-

fed beef. It’s also testing cage-free eggs and sriracha sauce to pull Americans from not only traditional 

supermarkets, but also specialty chains. Aldi’s own SimplyNature all-natural and organic line has become its fastest-

growing brand.” 

 “The grocer, with 1,400 U.S. locations, is set to compete fork-to-fork against established West Coast foodie favorites 

such as Trader Joe’s and Sprouts Farmers Market. Next year, Aldi will enter California, and it plans to reach 2,000 

locations nationwide by the end of 2018. 

http://www.bizjournals.com/cincinnati/news/2015/08/17/cnbc-loves-what-kroger-is-doing-to-its-rivals.html
http://www.wcpo.com/news/insider/buying-local-at-the-grocery-store-is-a-major-new-marketing-campaign-of-food-chains-such-as-kroger
http://www.walmart.com/
https://twitter.com/kroger/status/562973902193033217
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-06/aldi-grocery-chain-tries-high-end-food-and-discounts-too
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July 16 Los Angeles Times article 

Haggen attempted to expand in Southern California through its acquisition of 146 Safeway, Vons, Pavilions and 

Albertsons stores, but recently laid off some employees and reduced others’ hours. The new Haggen stores were 

unappealing to customers who were used to lower prices from their stores’ previous owners. Competition among grocers 

in Southern California is considered very intense. 

 “Haggen Inc., the supermarket chain that bet big on California, is laying off employees and cutting worker hours as it 

struggles to make headway in the highly competitive Southland grocery market.” 

 “The Pacific Northwest chain this year bought 146 Albertsons, Vons, Pavilions and Safeway stores, including 83 in 

California, mostly in the south. It has spent the last few months converting them to the Haggen brand and keeping 

most of the store employees.” 

 “Haggen is introducing its brand to California at a time when grocers are facing heightened competition for food 

shoppers.” 

 “Farmers markets are springing up all over the Southland. Smaller chains, including Trader Joe’s, also have been 

expanding while big-box retailers such as Wal-Mart and Target have been scaling up their food offerings. Online 

players Google and Amazon.com also have been pushing grocery delivery. Last month, German discount grocer Aldi 

said it planned to open 45 Southland stores starting next March.” 

 “Haggen will go through growing pains as it adjusts to running a vastly bigger network of stores in new markets, 

analysts said. It was only an 18-store chain in Washington and Oregon when it bought the stores from Albertsons and 

Safeway, which were forced to sell them as part of a merger to satisfy antitrust concerns raised by the Federal Trade 

Commission.” 

 “Many shoppers who patronized Safeway or Albertsons liked those stores, so changing the concept—even, arguably, 

for the better—is ‘a great risk,’ [Jim Prevor, a food analyst and founder of PerishablePundit.com] said. Grocery stores 

typically draw their customer base from within a three-mile radius, so attracting new shoppers also will be difficult.” 

 

Whole Foods Sales and Pricing 
Aisle-end sales, multiple-day sales, and abundant sales signage were observed by Blueshift Research associates at multiple 

Whole Foods stores. A shareholder has sued Whole Foods regarding the recent weight/pricing scandal. 

 

Aug. 14 Whole Foods Market, Santa Monica, CA, photographs 

Photos depicted Whole Foods’ sales activity and an end-of-aisle display of Whole Foods’ 365 brand. 

http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-haggen-struggles-20150716-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-grocery-expansion-20141226-story.html
http://www.sweetspot.ca/SweetMama/shops_and_services/25531/checking_our_list/
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Photos: Emily Carr, Blueshift Research 

 

Aug. 16 Whole Foods Market, Walnut Creek, CA, photographs 

Widespread sales activity was seen at this Whole Foods. Sales signs were present in the parking lot and the store 

entrance. Sales were also noted in less common areas like bulk goods and pet food. Heavy aisle-end sales promotions 

were observed as well. 
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Photos: Christopher Jenks, Blueshift Research 

 

 

Aug. 10 Business Insider article 

A Whole Foods shareholder sued the company regarding the overcharging scandal, claiming it knowingly overstated 

weights. Whole Foods called the suit baseless and said it was singled out in an investigation that involved several 

grocers. 

 “A Whole Foods shareholder is suing the company after an investigation found that several stores were overcharging 

customers for food. In the lawsuit, shareholder Yochanan Markman accuses Whole Foods of securities fraud, saying 

the company knowingly overstated the weight of pre-packaged products, which led to negative press that drove down 

the company’s share price, Reuters reports. 

 “Whole Foods spokesman Michael Silverman told Business Insider the lawsuit is ‘baseless and without merit.’ 

‘Whole Foods Market is committed to providing transparent, accurate pricing for all of our customers, and we back 

that commitment with our 100% pricing accuracy guarantee,’ [Silverman] said. ‘We have upheld our responsibility to 

our stakeholders, and are confident that this complaint is baseless and without merit.’ 

 “Whole Foods executives have said the overcharges, which were discovered during a New York City government 

investigation, were unintentional. The investigation revealed that several stores were mislabeling packaged foods 

and selling them for more than they were worth. 

 “City inspectors called it the ‘worst case of overcharging’ they had ever seen, according to The Daily News. 

Customers threatened to boycott the grocery chain as a result. 

 “But Whole Foods co-CEO John Mackey said he didn’t think the problem of overcharging was specific to Whole 

Foods. ‘We don’t think our track record is any different from any other supermarket,’ Mackey said during an earnings 

call. ‘We don’t know why Whole Foods was singled out for this attention ...We don’t know why the media went wild 

with this.’ 

 “In the investigation, inspectors weighed 80 items from eight Whole Foods stores and found inaccurate labeling on 

every item, according to the city’s Department of Consumer Affairs. For example, inspectors weighed eight packages 

of chicken tenders, which were priced at $9.99 per pound. Consumers who purchased these packages would have 

been overcharged by about $4.13 on average, according to a DCA release. One package was overpriced by $4.85. 

 

Customer Data Trends 
Whole Foods’ food quality appeared to be the most frequently discussed topic on a consumer complaint website. Reviewers 

cited poor meat quality and old ingredients in the store’s prepared foods section. The vast majority of Whole Foods stores 

received positive reviews on Yelp, but criticisms existed even within many positive and neutral reviews, especially for its 

smaller, overly crammed stores. 

 

May–August 2015 Consumeraffairs.com article 

Recent reviews at Consumer Affairs’ website discussed poorer than anticipated food quality. A Whole Foods employee in 

Ohio attempted to explain why so many were experiencing rotten food from the prepared food, hot bar, meat, and 

seafood sections of the store. 

 Reviewer Mark Gibsons, BC: “Was in Vancouver staying at a hotel and visited the Whole Foods store on Cambie 

street. I purchased some cuke salad, a cooked chicken breast and tomato salad. After the unbelievable price shock 

http://www.businessinsider.com/more-bad-news-for-whole-foods-2015-7
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/08/07/wholefoods-lawsuit-overcharging-idUSL1N10I1BG20150807
http://www.businessinsider.com/whole-foods-accused-of-overcharging-2015-6
http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/exclusive-foods-faces-city-probe-overcharges-article-1.2268695
http://www.businessinsider.com/furious-whole-foods-customers-threaten-boycott-2015-6
http://www.consumeraffairs.com/supermarkets/whole_foods.html
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at the till I went home to eat and found that half of the tomatoes in the tomato salad were past their shelf life or 

simply rotten. … Looked up some other reviews just in case this was an isolated incident but found out from quite a 

few other reviews, some even from current employees, that some stores by policy use out of date or just plain bad 

fruit or veggies in their prepared or cooked foods. … First and last time I patronize this business.” 

 Reviewer Mary Jane, Corte Madera, CA: “My family and I ate at the food bar/salad bar. Parts of the al Horno chicken 

were very dry and almost had a ‘jerky’ type of feel and taste. … Customer service gave me a refund for the most 

expensive salad we bought, without hesitation and the guy apologized. … I will never eat prepared food at this Whole 

Foods again.” 

 Reviewer Joe, Schaumburg IL: “I have been shopping there for quite a while since it’s the only major suppliers of 

organic foods, but their meat is horrible. The chicken goes bad extremely fast, even when it’s fresh when you get it. 

Forget about the pork, it’s always rotten. … I would suggest not eating from their hot bar because this is the food that 

has turned or about to turn which they do not want to lose the money on. … I will never ever buy meat from Whole 

Foods again.” 

 Reviewer Colin, Aventura FL: “We always buy top quality products and I noticed a deterioration in three products that 

we usually buy and consume from WFM in Aventura. These are Salmon (not sold at promotion prices and not fresh), 

organic broccoli and organic carrots (both not fresh). I always review maturity dates and all products were well within 

the limits. … We have always been satisfied with the quality of WFM products, we will now consider other 

alternatives.” 

 

May–August Yelp reviews 

Positive reviews outnumbered negative ones for Whole Foods on Yelp. Positives included its fresh organic food, prepared 

food and bakery. Some reviewers noticed more sales and discounting. Positive and negative reviewers alike criticized 

Whole Foods’ layout in small stores, and accused the company of trying to cram too much into a small space or not 

offering a wide enough selection. A negative reviewer called Whole Foods “tired and dated” and noted that other grocery 

stores were catching up with better quality products and prices. 

 Reviewer T.F. Elmhurst, IL: “Love it!!! Meat section is amazing. Ready to eat stuff is great. One thing that could use a 

little help is the fruit and produce section. We buy lots of organic and sometimes (not always) stuff is moldy, old, bad. 

... I am not sure if it’s a ‘we’re new thing’ or if the staff needs to check more diligently for things going bad. Overall 

though i highly recommend it.” 

 Reviewer Justine G., Morristown NJ Whole Foods: “I think the main thing working against this location is its size. … I 

think it may be the smallest location I’ve ever visited. However, this has not deterred them from trying to cram as 

much as they can into this smaller space. The main department that appears to suffer from this size impediment is 

the produce section as you enter. … If you’re mainly looking for organic fresh produce, you may need to look 

elsewhere if you need things beyond the basics.” 

 Reviewer Claire S, Vancouver BC Whole Foods: “Like all Whole Foods, the actual set up of the aisles and groceries is 

tiresome and difficult to navigate, but the staff is extremely helpful. The three shining qualities of this Whole Foods 

are the following: the flower arrangement booth, the bakery and the burrito bar. … The burrito bar is delicious. It is 

the same price as Chipotle at 9 dollars, but Whole Foods doesn’t charge for guac. Considering that all of the 

ingredients are guaranteed to be organic, this is a fantastic deal. You cannot go wrong.” 

 Reviewer Thomas M, Lynwood, WA, Whole Foods: “I love this place. Every time I visit the prices are cheaper and the 

quality is better. No longer ‘whole paycheck Foods’ I actually find quite a few bargains here. Seriously, the Safeway 

on Broadway in Everett is higher priced on a lot of items. I love the bakery area with its miniature offerings. The 

coffee is great too. … Most times I am lucky enough to sample cooked sausage or beef; in that area the staff are 

always quick to offer assistance.” 

 Reviewer Asha B, Whole Foods, Chicago: “I have lived in this area for 10 years and I think the Whole Foods quality 

and service both have gone down over time. The choices on the shelves are fine and I still shop there for 

convenience. Produce is still good quality—but not 100% of the time (as before) and the competitors are catching up 

in quality while offering cheaper prices. The salad bar does not have as much variety as other WFs and the dishes 

are sometimes mixed together, food looks old. Staff looks like they are just there to earn a paycheck vs the 

eagerness to help. The return policy is also not as good as Trader Joe’s who follow a no questions asked policy. And 

with the recent scandal in NY around them overcharging for produce, etc—makes me wonder if they need to re-

evaluate their policies. Right now—feels tired and dated. Would love for them to invest in the store and make it 

current again!” 

http://www.yelp.com/
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Additional research by Emily Carr, Kevin Murphy, Jacqueline Fox, Sharon Benzoni, Cindy Elsberry and Mason Rudy. 
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